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Farthing seeks support on issues
By RON NORMAN
[Staff Writer]
North Saanich Aid. Edgar Farthing 
must be wondering just what he has to 
do to get support from council.
* Farthing proposed five separate 
motions at an Aug. 5 meeting but 
council rejected each. That’s a bad night 
jn anybody’s book.
Farthing complained that council 
didn’t appreciate his ideas. And after 
the meeting he said he isn’t receiving
Alderman charges “commissar” threat
council’s support and will begin looking 
elsewhere for support.
Farthing was supported on each of the 
five motions by Aid. Dermid Bingham. 
But the four other aldermen — Jim 
Gumming, Jay Rangel, Harold Parrott 
and Alan Cornford — opposed him.
Mayor Eric Sherwood was called on 
to vote just once — and he too voted
aginst Farthing’s resolution.
After the fourth defeat for Farthing, 
Sherwood cautioned that he hoped a 
split in council wasn’t developing.
And at times during the debate he 
warned aldermen to keep to the subject 
and refrain from making personal 
remarks.
Farthing’s proposals ranged from
Wain Road to the Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
He attempted to re-introduce an 
earlier motion calling for an opinion 
poll on the Wain Road extension from 
Derrick to Madrona.
At an earlier meeting Sherwood had 
ruled a similar motion out of order, but 
Farthing disagreed and tried to in­
troduce it again.
Sherwood countered that the proposal 
was still in conllict with a motion ap­
proving the Wain Road extension, and 
so couldn’t be debated.
But Farthing suggested the new 
motion was not out of line and would 
only be in conflict if the poll showed a 
majority against the extension.
But Sherwood said he made the 
decision at the last meeting and was 
Continued on Page 14
Aid. Edgar Farthing 
. . .motions rejected.
Beer dispute
The B.C. beer dispute is beginning to 
take a toll on peninsula pubs.
Already, one pub — the Hotel Sidney 
— has laid off some of its 45 employees, 
and hotel manager .Dennis Paquette said 
Monday more layoffs are on the way.
Paquette said his pub has only about 
another week’s supply of bottled beer 
before it runs out, and though he hasn’t 
adjusted the pub’s hours, he expects to 
do that sometime this week.
Paquette wouldn’t say just how many 
employees would go when the beer runs 
out. ' '
Meanwhile, Travelodge manager Bill 
Bennett said his Golden Bear pub has 
perhaps two weeks supply of beer left.
A spokesman at the Sidney outlet said 
a shipment of 1300 ca.ses of American 
beer arrived last week, but sold out 
within four hours. The beer would 
normally have lasted at least a week, he 
said.
At Brentwood, beer has been selling 
just as fast. A shipment of 1,OCX) cases of 
Rainier beer received Aug. 6 were sold 
out the next day .
■ Both liquor stores have been promised 
twice weekly shipments of American 
beer, but so far have been receiving only 
single shipments.
Meantime, the lockout by the three:
pub’s hours reduced from 11 a.m. to 1 
a.m. to noon to midnight. ; ;
Making move to new location, old Saanichton schoolhduse squeezes Artifacts Society museum grounds on Pat Bay Highway took t^^




The famous Tsartlip Water 
Festival — now in its 43rd year ~ 
will be held Saturday and Sunday 
and features challenging war canoe 
races with participants coming from 
tribes on Vancouver Island, the 
mainland and Washington State.
Along with the e.xciting war canoe 
races and the colorful traditional 
Indian tribal dances, there's .some 
mouih-watcring food laid on ~ the 
famous"scow" bread, an Indian 
delicacy, a salmon barbeque and lots 
of other goodies.
Also featured, an arts and crafts 
display by native Indians from 
peninsula reserves and U.S. Indians 
who plan to bring bcadwork, knitting 
andpthcr crafts for display and sale.
Admission to the feslivai -- held 
at Tsartlip scltool grounds -7 is $2 a 
earioad, SO cents walk-in,
Tsariiip band scerciary Gina Olsen 
said everyone is invited. "Bring the 
whole family. The children wjll enjoy 
the betich and the hospitality of the 
Indian people."
North Saanich council’s fight against 
development of 26 acres in Tsehum 
Harbor owned by Victoria alderman 
and businessman Bob Wright took a 
different turn this week.
Council has decided to take “all 
lawful steps to protcejt prone Indian 
burial grounds" at Tsehum Harbor, 
including grounds on Wright’s property.
Council made the move after 
receiving a letter from the Sidney and 
• North Saanich Historical Society 
protesting disturbance of the Indian 
burial grounds at Tsehum Harbor.
Ray Joy, secretary of the society 
wrote council in a July 4 letter, "There 
are many reasons, which have been 
clearly evidenced, why the North 
Saanich Marina development should be 
disallowed, however the obliicrniion of 
the ancient Indian burial ground would
be clearly offensive not only to the 
Indian Community but to all thinking 
people.”
Joy said the society joined with 
Tscycum Indian Chief Gus Bill in being 
totally against any interference "with a 
noble and ancient heritage".
Joy also sent the letter to Saanich and 
the Islands MLA Hugh Curtis, 
agriculture minister Jim Hewitt, and the 
Union of Indian Bands,
Aid. Jay Rangel said the letter is 
"very timely", coming in the midst of 
deliberations between council and 
Wright over possible development.
Rangel also suggested council solicit 
from Chief Bill information as to what 
portion of the Wright property contains 
the burial ground.
Bill told the muqlcipality’s advisory 
planning committee two years ago when
the land first came up for rezoning, "A 
long time ago our ancestors buried their 
dead at this place under the presumption 
that they would rest in peace forever.
"This procedure was a sacred tribal 
ritual and that area was to remain 
undisturbed for airtime."
the moinent,:but/he would bo studying . 
the situation on a day-to-day basis;
Of the three pubs on the peninsula, 
the Prairie Inn at 7806 East Saanich 
Road has the largest supply.
Prairie Inn manager Wayne Duncan 
said he should have bottled beer until 
the second or third week of September., 
Duncan did not anticipate any staff 
layoffs, but said the inn would probably 
close on statutory holidays.
He added the volume of people at the 
Prairie Inn is about the same as prior to 
the beer dispute, but because bottled 
beer is more expensive, they are drinking 
less.
The Waddling Dog Inn’s Eric Lewis 
said supplies are ‘'fine’’ at his lounge 
and there will be ho adjustment in 
opening hours and no layoffs.
At the two peninsula liquor stores 
sales of beer have been brisk — when it’s 
availabie,
eyed
The properly has always been part of 
Tseycum Indian Band’s land, but hasn’t 
been lived on by Indians for more than 
three generations •— since the while man 
first settled on the peninsula.
Bill said he and his "Uncle Louie’’ are 
the la.si remaining members of the 
Tscycum Band.
"The old people never buried their 
dead, but lay them on the limbs ortrcc.s. 
It wasn’t until the priests came that dead 
Indians were buried," Bill said at the 
time.
•focus-
There'S hope for those Curleis Point 
rough-skin newts yet.
North Saanich council’s plapning and 
/.oning committee has suggested the 
newt’s natural habitat — two sun- 
dappled ponds in Curtels Point — be 
safeguarded against a proposed sub­
division development,
In exchange for safeguarding the 
newts’ ponds, the developer will be 
granted his request for the closure of an 
unopened section of Dunne Road,
committee advised at a rnceiing 
Monday,
The newts first came into the public 
eye around the middle of July when 
North Saanich Aid, Jay Rangel made it 
known he wanted assurances that 
development in Curtcis Point would not 
harm the newts or their ponds.
"It seems to me that if you want to be 
civilized, you have to be concerned 
about creatures which have no great 
commercial use," Rangel said at the
time,
The newts are just .such crcaiutc.s.
Hundreds of the little aquatic 
salamanders live in the Curtcis Point 
ponds spending their summer copulating 
and noatinginthesun.
The animals are brown with orange 
bellies and feed on water strlders and 
other aquatic insects, with a particular 
penchant for mosquito larvae.
Rangel — himself a resident of 
Cnniimicd on Page 2
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Sidney council is considering a 
proposal for a 136-unit townhouse 
development on nine of the 11-odd acres 
of Seventh Day Adventist property 
which includes Sidney’s Resthaven 
Lsland.
The developers — Cardigan Holdings 
— told council Aug. 5 the plan includes 
one acre of land dedicated to the town 
which will provide four mini parks and a 
half-mile shoreline walkway for public 
access.
Dr. Stewart Vinncis, a Victoria dentist 
and one of the principals of Cardigan 
Holdings, along willi Mike Lilwin, 4700 
Deerwood Terrace, told council the 
company’s ainvwus to maintain as many 
trees as possible aiong the shore.
It would also upgrade the bridge 
between the island and the mainland and 
upgrade the seawall. Large clumps of 
trees would be kept, he assured council, 
and all wiring would be underground.
Also in the works, upBrading of the 
boat dock which wili be rc.served for 
residents and individual laiulscuping of 
inini parks. .
The development is classed as medium 
density — 15 units lo an acre, maximum 
height .30 feet — and will include mostly 
iwo-storcy units with some two tuul-a- 
hulfihree-.siory units in the centre of the 
isiaiid and mainland.
Vinncis promised there would be a 
view for all residents.
The plan includes a min of rental and 
owner-occupied townhouscs with 
varying prices and sizes.
A 3,000-s(|unre fool recreation 
building will house a swlminlng pool, 
.sauna and changing rooms,
the old Resthaven Hospital, an In-
Conllnucil on Rage 14
A super Sunday-by-the-sen is lined up 
for everyone this weekend with the 
iHlsciii ol llic 111 St cvci isidney l.lons Sca 
Cfivaicadc at Tulista Park, on the 
waterfront.
Stage cnietiiiinment fiom 1-9 p.m,, 
fim cvcalf, like the sea joust and clim­
bing the greased pole, games and at­
tractions of various kinds for the whole 
family highlight the day’s program
which includes fantastic food beef 
and salmon barbeques — and ends with 
a di,siilay of nicwotks at') |i,m.
Everything, from the pancake break­
fast that starts at 7:30 a.m. to the late 
night fireworks, happens in Tulista 
Park, with Hit exception of the flshng 
derby tun by Sidney Anglers starting at 
8 a.m. on Sidney wharf.
Children’s rides start around rnld- 
rnorning, rtnd mi,sccllancous events, pole 
clinibiiig, the sea ]ou.u and Beal A-C.ti 
get underway at noon.
In the afternoon, there’s a tug o-war, 
games, Jacko and horseshoe games for 
senior citizens, and a host of other 
activities; Lapsii starts at 3:.30 p.m, and 
Sidney’s out to beat the world record
(1,468 Californians lupsiiting in 1975) 
and get into the famous Guinness book,
For the immitintcd, Lupsit originnied 
in the IBth centruy in Austria when 
soldiers sought to rest and keep dry in 
wet fields by forming a circle and silling 
in each other’s laps.
Pop, orange juice, ice cream and 
candy floss for the kids will be on side
and around 2 |).m, the barbeques 
salmon and heef — get going, l ook for 
suwii u:. fik7l -inliHov'cr Jj:
and shishkeboirs,
The stage show kick'; ott at 1 p,m, 
with a •hori demonstr.'ilinn (IP minnle*) 
by the Sidney Twiticis followed by 
Victoria m.'ri'jiciwi Tony Eng. The af­
ternoon progfitin includes .singers
Roberta Dunbar, Currinc lickcit and 
Bruce Itmcs, impicssioiiisi David Kick,
■ Hsib Van
and Ron Siunley, who palys fnrk blues, 
lute afternoon and: .i|iron(?,!i the 
.evening until') p.m,, Tld ami liic Kids, 
.and Trapped supply rock music witli Big 
Band Dixie spiff coining from Wcndal 
Clanton. Erntcci are Reg Midgicy and 
liing foster.
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Winner of 
The Lions Club 400 




It’s Nearly New Sale time 
at Sidney Silver Threads. 
The annual sale will be held 
Aug. 22 at 1 p.m. at the
Senior Citizens Activity 
Centre, 10030 Resthaven 
Drive. Admission is free, 










EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW





7855 East Saanich Road 
SAANICHTON PLAZA 
TAMII Y MEALS AT
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EAT IN-TAKE OUT





OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
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Brentwood Shopping Plaza' 
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linking at Old- 
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BEACON AV£.. SIDN6Y. B.C. '
- ; The Finest in
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176’
c::/^a±tauxani
213S Keating X Rd.
Open Every Day 
Evening Dining 
Thurs. - Sunday 
Fully Licensed
652-2513
i Peep (Cd&c (Jihalet 
Open for Lunch 
■and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(CIdsuJ fur Lunch Tuesday) 
Wednesday SnuirpasKird 
Dinner and




Sptclalltlng In Chinese 
4 Canadian food
OPEN: MON.-IHURS. 4" • MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-SbI. 4-.l“a.m.
SUNDAY 4” • 8* p,m,
Deliseiy with minimem order
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
Manning Picss




Corner si Mt. Uvwlan Croii
For quality printing uf yuiir 
mi'iius and briicliurcs.
Road 1 [oit Saanich Road
652-1575
P.O.Uox2WIB
Sidiu'V, n.C. VHl. 4C1
656-0171
[JMex 6
HAMBURGERS - FISH & 
-ICECREAM 
Eat ■ Phone: ill ■ lake out
at the X>Road Mt. Newton 
ft East Saanich 
652-9313
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Seafood & Burgers 
11 n.tn. to Midnight
Sidney
Fish & Chips
Tuei.tlirutiil, tliSO- liSSneon 
4il0.7i3(ip,m. 
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Serene for newts
Continued from Page 1
Curteis Point — said the newt isn’t an 
endangered species, but noted that fresh 
water habitats are not that common in 
North . Saanich and should be 
safeguarded.
And the zoning committee felt the 
same way.
The committee asked the municipal 
planner to examine the possibility of a 
covenant on the newts’ ponds 
safeguarding them against development 
in exchange for ‘the Dunne Road 
closure.
The road closure .will result in about 
an additional acre for developer Donald 
Woodward of Central Saanich. The law 
firm Actem Alexander of Victoria has 
been acting on Woodward’s behalf.
Some 23.3 acres is contained in the 
proposed subdivision — with half-acre 
lots suggested.
Though Woodward has yet to submit 
a development plan for approval, he has 
discussed the proposed development 
with the municipality’s planning 
department.
Woodward has suggested con­
structing a road parallel to the Dunne
Road which would allow the lots greater 
access.
Committee also suggested Monday 
night the width of this planned road be 
reduced in exchange for a pathway the 
full length of the Dunne Road 
allowance.
Mayor Eric Sherwood noted com­
mittee was making a fair trade-off with 
Woodward since the road closure will 
also allow him to better subdivide the 
area.
Committee had been asked by Rangel 
to consider requesting the ponds be 
included in the five per-cent parkland 
donation required by the Municipal Act.
But Sherwood said he would not want 
to see the parkland wasted on an area 
under water that wouldn’t be of any use 
to the developer anyway.
The ponds, deep in the woods, are on 
property once owned by the late Capt. J. 
Douglas Prentice, a war-hero, animal- 
lover and longtime peninsula resident.
The newts themselves are amphibians 
— living on land and in water and which 
evolved millions of years ago as fish that 
learned to breathe air and walk.
They grow to about 17 centimetres 
and have a life span of about 20 years.
O-liole
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ARDMOUK (;OLF COURSE, 9,30 Ar«linore Or. & West .Saunlch HobiI, .Sidney 
A coz,v y.luslcr, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rates for
“ P'cnic ami barbecue facilitie,s — swimming bench.
BRENTWOOIMNN, 7172 Bieiiiwuod Drive, Brentwood. 652-2413,
HIE PRAIRIE INN. corner Ml, Newton X Roaili and Easi Saanich Rd. 6S6-lj375 
Rclnx hy tlie fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Chest, CribbaBC, Checkers, 
B.ickgiiitiuiuu, Uaiwoi Fool. _ “ 'i';!
SIDNIW TlUVEI.OmJE, 22110 Ileacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176
Frmzies Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to the music of the SO’s'
femurinE In the Lounge. Mwgo Slmptuii, Gullar/VocaHid, Tuesday to Saturday from 8
SALMON ITSillNG, lioat Reniil, ilulded Elshlng Trips (nil inclusive) Family fishinH 
m the protected .Saanich Inlet. BRENTWOOD BOAT RENTALS at the Fcitv Dock 
Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014, V'
NEW TRAVEL AGENCT 
OPENS SEPT. '8 0 
IN SIDNEY
OFFERING YOU THE FINEST IN 
■ PERSONALIZED SERVICE FOR 
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
VACATION — BUSINESS — GROUP TRAVEL
OVER 20 YEARS TRAViL EXPERIENCE 
"SEE THE PROFESSIONALS"
Close-up of bee hive is made possible without bang stung because 
hive has been constructed alongside double glazed window at home 




would like to extend their 
thonks to everyone 
for their support at
CENTRAL SAANICH DAYS
EFFECTIVE SALE DATES AUGUST 11 - 17th. ONLY.
This vver^k's special is available at all Cloverdale Point 'n Paper stores in p
B.C. and Alberta.
9768 " 5tli Street, Sidney
656-3975 rs=n 8-$:(K)p,m. Weekdays 8:305 p,m. SaturdayCloverdale I l():4Sumlay




The Tsawout Indian 
band is opposing an ap-« 
plication by Saanichton 
Marina Ltd, to build a 400- 
berthmarina.
The company has applied 
to Central Saanich council 
for a foreshore lease to 
build the marina. An 
original application for a 
1,200-berth marina for the 
Saanichton Bay area was 
turned down in 1974 by 
then resources minister Bob 
Williams.
At the time, Williams 
said the band’s tranquil 
lifestyle would be disturbed 
by a marina development.
George Wheaton, who 
with Victoria Aid. - Bob 
Wright, is a principal in 
Saanichton Marina Ltd. 
resubmitted the amended 
application two months 
ago.
Chief Louis Claxton said 
Saturday the band council 
met Friday and agreed to 
oppo.se the application , 
The council still feels the 
development will do the 
same damage to the bay as 
far as fishing is concerned 
because it will have to be 
dredged.
The area is zoned for 
marina use in Central 
Saanich's community plan 
but the municipality has 
referred the matter to 
Lands, Parks and Mousing 
Minister .lames Cliabot.
The company owns a 
narrow piece of land above 
the foreshore and intends to 
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Residents of Greig Avenue have lost 
the battle to prevent development of a 
subdivision in the area.
“If democracy is alive and well and 
living in Central Saanich how is it 
possible that the desires of just two 
homeowners can overshadow the wishes 
of most other residents of this area,” 
Mrs. A. Horcher, 1180 Greig pleaded in 
a letter read out to council at an Aug. 5 
meeting.
But Horcher admitted Friday the 
battle was lost.
Council instructed municipal staff at 
the meeting to negotiate a development 
permit with Barkway Holdings Ltd., a 
company which plans to build 63 single 
family dwellings on a 20-acre site 
bordering on Greig Avenue and Ben­
venuto. .
Residents in the area have been 
concerned over development in the 
neighborhood. The subdivision will 
border on Gore Park, a nature park, 
which the group feels will be endangered 
by blasting and building.
But municipal spokesman Gay 
Wheeler said Friday the “park is not in 
any way being-touched” and will not 
suffer any damage.
Residents have also questioned why 
other land with the same accesses have 
different zoning and why more houses
are allowed in a single subdivision than 
are permitted — under present zoning — 
along Greig Avenue.
However, writing on behalf of the 
development proposal, Leona 
Wakeman Mounce, 997 Greig, ex­
plained the land in question has been 
long zoned residential with an 8,400 
square foot lot size. A proposal for 
development was rejected four years ago 
because of public concern and now, 
although the present plan conforms in 
every way with legal and municipal 
requirements “again” the public voice is 
heard urging council to “leave the land 
the way it is,” she wrote.
Central Saanich council 
approved a recom­
mendation from its sub­
division and zoning 
committee Aug. 5 that an 
application by Bruce Lloyd 
for a second dwelling on his 
property be granted. 
However, since Lloyd’s 
land is in the Agricultural 
Land Reserve the ap­
plication must proceed 
through the B.C. Land 
Commission.
The proposed subdivision is a joint 
effort on the part of six owners, the 
Mounce letter said, to develop the land 
following the natural terrain and with 
the least disturbance to natural features. 
It would be a good development with a 
minimum amount of blasting for roads.
• In other business, 
council approved terms set 
out in a development permit 
for the E.Y. Construction 
proposed subdivision at the 
corner of Wallace Drive 
and Mount Newton.
The development permit council is 
currently negotiating with Barkway 
Holdings gives council final control over 
various matters, such as removal of trees 
and types of services installed. 
Minimum lot sized would not be 8,400 
square feet as required but an average 
11,300 square feet with some up to 
14,520.
• Council instructed 
municipal staff to prepare a 
draft rezoning bylaw 
regarding an application 
from Ed Eade for an 
apartment complex at the 
corner of Verdier and West 
Saanich Road. The ap­
plication will go to the 
advisory planning com­




North Saanich council 
has authorized the for­
mation of a new committee 
to examine and recommend 
to council municipal staff 
requirements for the next 
five years. '
Mayor Eric Sherwood, 
Aid. Jim Cumming, and 
municipal clerk Ted Fairs 
will make up the com- 
■" '.mittee. .''.J'.
;/ Sherwood says; the 
committee will look at the 
Structure of . the 
: mutiicipality with an eye to 
replacing key personnel 
wh^n the time comes. ■
Aid. Harold Parrott says 
several keymunicipal staff 
are approaching retirement 
age and replacements will 
be necessary. ■
The committee will also 
examine the provision for 
overlap in the municipal 
budget for key personnel 
when changes must be 
made.
nzL I®
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
2354 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
656-0131
Mr. Larry Pruden, President of CENTURY 21, Saanich Peninsula Realty 
Ltd., is pleased to welcome GODFREY WALLS as a member of their growing 
sales team.
Godfrey has been engaged in the Real Estate profession for a number of years 
and is well qualified to take care of all your Real Estate needs.
He will welcome your call at 656-4891 and will give you 21 reasons why you 
should list your home or property with him.
Aiiiniliiuin
REPAIRS — FABRICATION
10223C McDonald Park Rd.













TRAINING, RUNNING, AND 
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Sale ondi Sept. 6, 1960
BRENTWOOD BAY
SPORTINQOOD5 LTD.
710SA West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, 652-5GM
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
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The
Edgar Farthing — a North Saanich 
alderman — is a frustrated man. Recently he 
proposed five motions at a council meeting 
and each one was rejected. Now Farthing says 
he feels his ideas aren’t appreciated.
Each motion was concerned with spending 
— additions to the Panorama Leisure Centre, 
new sidewalks and the Wain Road extension, 
although in the latter controversial issue 
Farthing may be guided by other con­
siderations than costs.
Farthing is not entirely a lone voice on 
council. His five motions, for example, were 
supported by Aid. Dermid Bingham, but 
because Farthing is not getting a majority 
support from council he is looking elsewhere 
for it — to the public or even the media.
A hardworking, sincere and dedicated . 
alderman, Farthing has acquired over the 
years a reputation as council’s Scrooge. A 
watchdog on finances, he is determined to 
keep a tight rein on municipal purse strings 
and he obviously intends to see that his — and 
taxpayers’ money — isn’t squandered un­
necessarily.
It would be difficult to argue against such 
an attitude and it’s likely many people see 
Farthing’s approach to municipal financing 
; as a positive^virtue. Without 4oubt, every 
council needs someone like Farthing to prqd 
and mig^e away at spending issues and keep 
the iiber^ spenders in check to some degree;
In Farthinjg’s case it’s unfortunate that he 
seems to oppose almost every expenditure and 
it is this approach that has built him his 
Dickensian reputation. And there is a pitfall 
here of which we should beware.
In opposing too often those expenditures 
which come up for discussion and resolution, 
Farthing tends to weaken his case when he 
really does have commonsense and good 
reasoning to back his views. And he is likely 
to suffer the same fate as the little boy who 
cried wolf. No one will listen to him.
pi''- j ' - Th.■
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Rural nature of peninsula comes to fore each year around haying time
Central Saanich field.
as seen in this
Study planned
Sanscha facelift?
If there’s one thing Sidney can envy in 
Central Saanich it’s the beautiful treed park 
on Wallace Drive. Nowhere in town do we 
have a park which compares in size or beauty 
lo Centennial Park. And what a wonderful 
selling it is for the annual Central Saanich 
Days celebrations.
But is it possible to improve on what we 
have? We think so — and we’ve canvassed 
some opinion and found an agreeable 
wholehearted response to our sugge,stions.
Take the grounds surrounding Sanscha 
Hall. We use them for sports, festivals, and 
dog shows — but we cannot,with truth, say 
these grounds are in any way attractive or 
beautiful.
But they could be. A project to improve 
this area would be in keeping with the 
beautification of Beacon Avenue. The view 
from the Pat Bay Highway for visitors driving 
through to and from the ferry terminal would 
be vastly improved, but it’s not only for the 
tourist.s that we want this town to look at­
tractive. Residents arc entitled to enjoy places 
of public access and Sanscha could be a whole 
lot more enjoyable to look at than it currently 
is. ■
We suggest some landscaping — pretty 
trees, shrubs, some flower beds, maybe an 
arbor of climbing roses — and some benches.
Sanscha Hall and the surrounding land 
belongs to the people of Sidney and North 
Saanich and is held in trust for them . Perhaps 
they should decide by popular vote to give a 
faceflift to this property which has so much 
potential.
Clubs and organizations could be involved 
and raise funds to pay for specific projects. 
How about it?
In reply to statements in your editorial of the Sidney 
Review of Aug. 6, the following comments are 
provided.
It'is a policy of the Sidney Days Festival Society to 
purchase locally and to support economy - whenever 
possible. The e.xpenditures of the society show this to be 
our usual practice.
. The case referred to in your ankle, namely the 
printing of a peninsula cookbook this fail, does not take 
into consideration the fact that the society was ap­
proached by a company representative and this 
provided the opponunity to become involved.The 
: initial contact was made by the representative, i
In May of this year, our members were in the process 
of a budget revision, and a concentrated effort was 
beingmade to provide self-supporting events for Sidney^ 
Days 1980. It.was the opinion of the meeting that the 
preparation and printing of a cookbook was a wor­
thwhile fund-raising endeavour which would occur only 
once over a period of years.
The objective was to provide additional funds should 
they be required, or to serve as a basis of meeting 
financial obligations which might occur early in 1981.
Furthermore the July meeting of the society has 
recommended that a study be made this fall to improve 
and update our publicity and promotion and be im­
plemented for 1981. It was further decided that all local 
media and printing firms be contacted with a view to 
seeking information as to what is available locally, and 
to make our members more knowledgeable 'on this 
important subject.
There is now available on the peninsula a wider 
variety of printing and advertising services, and perhaps 
it is timely to suggest that benefits would be derived 
from the planning of a seminar or work shop aimed at 
making local organizations and their representatives
better informed as to how these services might be 





When I came back from World War I cars were 
driven on the lefthand "side of the road. This was a 
headache for tourists from the U.S. where cars were 
driven on the righthand side. A short time later the rule 
was changed and “drive slowly” signs were put up all 
;;’over B.C.',I,.
It was on a Sunday, I remember, and 1 drove my car 
out to Sidney but met very few cars, I put a “drive 
slowly” sign in front of my car to warn motorists 
coming towards me. 1 understand there were very few
V’accidents.'s:;,,'':;
When I ask jkople if they remember when cars were 
driven on the lefthand side of the road, they say, “Oh, I 
wasn’tbornthen.’’^^^^ ' ^ j





Thank you for your support in publicizing our 
babysitter training course. We were elated by the public 
acceptance of and demand for courses. By the end of 
August 264 boys and girls will have been trained, and 
our waiting list warrants fall classes. The publicity we 








From the Aug. 12,1920, issue of The Review.
• Talk of the town this week was the Sidney Board of 
Trade’s move to discontinue street lighting unless 
citizens of Sidney “come forward with voluntary 
contributions." If people do not want the lights, then it 
was no use giving them something they did not want, 
said one spokesman.
Those opposed to the resolution said it would be a 
step backward in the life of the community. However, 
the resolution finally carried and the lights will be 
discontinued unless the people signify their svillingness 
to donate the $75 necessary fo'; their upkeep during the 
next year,'
50 YEARS AGO!
From the Aug. 14,1930 Issue of The Review,
Saturday evening, about 11:30 p.m. a fire broke out 
in an unoccupied building in th heart of what is known 
as Oiinatown, on Beacon Avenue. The fire alarm 
(Sidney Lumber Co. steam whistle) brought citizens 
from all directions to assist the local brigade under 
Chief Cowell, who were on the spot almost instantly 
and soon had several streams playing on the fiercely 
burning wooden structure that was as dry as mat­
chwood.
There was high pressure on the watermains and what 
seemed like an impossible task of extinguishing the 
flames in time to save adjoining buildings on both sides 
was accomplished, In moonlight, and with practically 
no wind, the flames leaping high in the air presented a 
weird sight and drew citizem from miles around to the 
scene.
40YF::ARSAGO:
From the Aug. 14,1940, Imui of Ttse Review.
MAVNb ISLAND,— One up going to the 18th, 
Frank Heck, playing the odd on the last green, made no 
mistake as he banged his long putt up to the pin to 
Hinrh th»* mtiirh Mn , T F
They were the finatists for the "Seniors’ Cup", the 
very handsome trophy presented by Wm. M. Mouat of 
Ctanges,
IDLFORD - A very successful tea was held on 
Friday afternoon at the home of Mt, and Mrs. 3J. 
Shaw, Fulford, Tliii was given under the auspices of the
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2269 Mills Rd. 
Sunday, August 17 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 






7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting.









Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly's Cross Rd.
An^icon Church of Conodo *
THE parish;






8:00 a.m. ; Commimion 









Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 


















11:00 a.m. Worship/ 
7:00 p.m. Evening
' B " Service 
Wednesday









2295 WeUer Ave. 
Sunday, August 17 




Dennis J. Paap; Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
The Church By The Lake 
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363.Pal Bay Highway 
Sunday, August 17 
10:30 a.m. Morning 
' Worship 
Communion Service 
Nursery and Junior 
Churdh.
Rev, J.C. A. Barton 
652-3676
9:00 a.m. Communion
Bp. F.R. Gartrell 
477-3293 
Rev. R.N. Good 
656-0023
South Salt Spring Island Women’s Institute to raise 
funds for redecorating the interior of ihc Institute Ward 
at the Lady Minto Gulf Islands Hospital. The sum of 
$28.60 was realized.
30 YEARS AGO:
From the Aug. 16,1950, issue of The Review.
Young Kenneth Silvey of North Galiano narrowly 
escaped drownjng off Cable Bay when his rowboat was 
swamped. His brother Jack picked him up later and 
spent some time bringing him round.
Sam Arrowsmith of Saanichton was winner of the 
Grand Championship at the Victoria Gladiolus 
Society’s fourth .annual show in Victoria. Mr. 
Arrowsmith also won the Island Gludiolus trophy for 
his entry Rialgar, and the Canadian Gladiolus Society 
silver medal as reserve champions for his exhibit, Miss' ‘ 
Dainty.
30YEARSAGO;
From the Aug. n, 1960, luue of The Review.
None of those new-fangled licence five-year driver's 
licences for Capt. LG. Dcnroche of Galiano. He prefers 
to take a taxi when it’s necessary.
Capt. Denrochc used to have a driving licence — but 
he’s a little rusty os a driver just now,
He drove in his native Ireland In 1913. From 1914 to
1918 he rode a horse ns a member of a calvary unit in 
action on the western front. Returning to Ireland in
1919 he acquired a driver’s licence. Hut when he came to 
reside on the Gulf Islands in 1921 he never bothered to 
become a licenced driver in B.C,
lOYEARSAGO:
From Ih* Awg. 19,1970, Itroe of The Revitw.
ITamcs l5-fcet high threatened a iwo-$iorcy rest home 
and several residences below densely-treed acres north 
of Mount Newton Cross Road Monday.
Firemen from Central Saanich, North Saanich, and 
Sidney poured hundreds of plloni of water on the two 
and a half acre Bre, cause of which Is unknown. Thirty 
patients in the Little Paradise Rest Home were bundled 
hastily out of their building when flames and smoke 
were observed about 2:30 p.m. in the ilnderHlry field 
just south of the large frame house.














Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 





792 Sea Dr. . 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, August 17 
Trinity XI
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
Acting Rector 
Canon Jack Rogers 
386-2820 
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-26
■w
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030Third St.. Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 





Now meet at the Moose 
Hull, 79B East .Saanich 
Road.
Sun, — 11:15 a.m, — 
Breaking of Bread
ALL WLLCOI^E 

















Sound” will be singing 
in this service,











7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Praver’
.'\LL.VRE WELCOME 






7008 W. Saanich Hd. 
Ilrcnlwood Bay 
9:45 a.m, Sunday School 
ILtXla.m. Worship,
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0364 McDonald P.ark Rd.








7:iX) p.m. Praise A’Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m, Bible Study 
"Preaching the Christ- 
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Memorial fund






Friends and admirers of the late Dr. Douglas Ross 
now have the opportunity of contributing to a lasting 
memorial to the popular Sidney physician and
surgeon who died March 6 last at age 72.
Many friends of Ross in Victoria and on the 
Saanich Peninsula are raising funds to provide a 
piano scholarship at the school of music, University 
of Victoria.
Ross practiced in Sidney for more than 20 years 
and founded the Associated Physicians and Surgeons 
here. Prior to that time he practiced for 19 years in 
Drumheller, Alberta, and is remembered with 
gratitude and affection by many former patients in 
both these areas, says a friend, Francis Winspear.
He describes the doctor as a “man of many 
parts”. A good amateur pianist and a student of 
. astronomy who built his own telescope, Ross also
enjoyed working with wood and metal, was in­
terested in athletics and played tennis and golf.
But he had a great love of music. It was his main 
hobby and the reason why his family and friends 
chose a piano scholarship as a lasting memorial to 
him.
For those who would like to make a donation, 
cheques should be made out to the Douglas Ross 
Memorial Fund and sent to Dr. Paul KJing, school of 
music. University of Victoria. A receipt will be 
provided for income tax purposes.
More information may be obtained by calling any 
of the following : Peter Burchett — 652-2118, Poli 
Howard — 656-3892, Andrew Stewart — 656-2955, 
Francis Winspear — 656-2045, Dick George — 656- 
1615 and Trevor Davis — 656-1024.
—ENGINE TUNE UPS & REPAIRS — 
—COMPLETE MUFFLER &SHOCKS SHOP - 
— AUTO ELECTRIC - REBUILD, REPAIR, EXCHANGE 
- GENERAL SERVICE —
CALL IN TO
AUTO MARINE
Corner of 2nd & Sevan Phone 656-2422
I
Charlie’s
Looking for the easiest way to catch salmon? How 
to catch prawns and crabs? Or perhaps clams and 
oysters? Then tune in this Saturday from 6 to 7 p.m. 
on CKVU-TV for a one-hour special featuring well- 
known Sidney salmon fisherman Charlie White.
White, 895 Towner Park Road, and a four-man 
CKVU crew spent two days in and around Sidney 
discussing various fishing techniques, and later 
demonstrating them on a boat specially outfitted wth 
an underwater video camera.
White is a household name among B.C. salmon 
fishermen, and is particularly well-known for his 
seven books on fishing, crabbing and prawning.
The owner of Saltaire Publishing here in Sidney, 
White was a key figure in the start-up of CHEK-TV 
in Victoria, as well as the inventor and developer of 
the world-famous undersea gardens, in Victoria and 
down the west coast of North America. ■ > "
He’s an inventor of sorts and some of his products 
include the electric hook sharpener and the “son of 
Hibatchi”— a fold-up barbecue.
The 55-year-old White has been trolling for 
salmon with a television camera underwater for 




Things are getting hectic for organizers as the 
112th annual Saanichton fall fair — to be held Aug. 
30, 31 and Sept. 1 — draws near.
In the 25 sections of the fair there will, as always, 
be thousands of entries, says Mrs. Sylvia Hutt, one 
of the organizers who has been associated with the 
Saanichton fall fair “all my life. I would hate to tell 
you how long.”
Catalogue and entry forms are available at the 
fairground office 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday and 
Fridays. Entries close Friday for cattle and goats; for 
all other classes closing date is 9 p.m. Aug. 22.
A variety of entertainment and events lined up for 








SOUP DU JOUR 
OR CHEF'S SALAD 




ICE CREAM PUFFS 





11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 
in our new 
diningroom.
"Stay with us—







2476 Mt. Newton X Rood 6520146
On Potricio Bay Highway, 5 Milo* from Ferry 
AMERICAN EXPRESS. MASTER CHARGE. CHARGEX
•\v.
« Daily — dispaly of heavy horses and miniature 
■donkeys.','":".
^ Old time fiddling contest Aug. 30 and an;
Fishing expert Charlie White shows slick 
way filleting salmon during fiM 
■ CKVU television special last week.
e.xhibition.of square dancing.
Country fashion show sponsored by Victoria 
Jaycees Sunday afternoon at the bandshell. There’ll 
be ‘classc^^r :Children lip to 14:years, 'classes for
market for the last year. : ' c v ;
His are the first photographs of salmon striking 
' lures, and he is currently in discussions with the 
; federal fisheries department on salmon behaviour 
and whatmakes salmon strike a lure. .
adults and prizes. Entry forms available now at the 
office;’
n
• Monday — farm games, egg throwing, etc. :
There’s a big emphasis bn music this year. The 
Intercultural Association of Greater Victoria will be 
entertaining, as well as several bands.
And there will be exhibitions which include 
horses, cattle, poultry, flowers, home arts, goats — 
the kind that has made the fair a thumping success 
for more than 100 yeai s.
A visit to the fair is a must during the Labor Day 
weekend this year.
A $1.4 million plan to upgrade Van Isle Marina on 
Harbor Road, Sidney, was submitted to Sidney council 
Aug. 5 by marina manager Mark Dickinson.
The proposal calls for a new water lease to provide an 
additional 325 berths. The niarina, owned and operated 
by the Dickinson family for 25 years, currently has some 
400 berths.
Also planned, a rock breakwater extending northwest 
for 700 feet from Thumb Point, to provide safe 
moorage.
Dickinson said Friday the company's aim is to im­
prove the layouts and efficiency of the marina and to 
maintain long term viability.
In order to achieve the company's goals, he said, it 
was necessary to co-ordinate the layout of the upland 
site for most efficient use of available space and to 
locate the marina’s administrative, residential and 
commercial functions suitably with regard to access, 
aesthetics and site planning,
Moorage must be extended, Dickinson said, to 
provide an adequate base for the upgraded facilities and 





A major overhaul of the 
provincial Municipal Act 
could allow North Saanich 
to hold Sunday horse 
racing, if it wishes.
The new Act, Introduced 
by Municipal Affairs 
Minister Bill Vander Zalm 
permits any municipality 
with a Sunday sport bylaw 
to allow horse racing on 
Sundays,
North Saanich, home to 
Sandown racetrack, doc,s 
not have a Sunday sport 
bylaw, but only needs 
approve the idea to get in 
on Sunday racing.
North Saanich Mayor 
Eric Sherwood said 
Monday he didn’t have any 
objections to racing at 
Sandown on Sunday. 
Shcrvvbod said baseball and 
football are played on
Sunday. "Why shouldn’t 
they race?" he asked.
Sherwood said Sandown 
is a family racetrack and it 
would be good for the 
working man-who only has 
Saturday and Sunday to get 
out to the track.
As well, Sunday racing 
sliouldn’t stop people from 
going to church because it is 
in the afternoon, Shffrwood
added.
Sandown owner Jim 
Keeling Sr. has indicated he
would like to see the 
Sunday racing introduced 
in time for this year's
timetable, Uui Sherwood 
suggested there Is some way 
to go before the new bill 
will be in place, and expects 
it will be in time for next 
year’s racing season.
Sidney council and police have decided to crack­
down on cyclists riding illegally on sidewalks,
A Sidney RCMP spokesman said Friday police 
will be enforcing a town bylaw which prohibits the 
riding of bikes on sidewalks. That means machines 
will be impounded for 24 hours, he said,
Council and RCMP got together following n 
number of complaints from people who were struck 
— or just avoided being hit — by bikes operating on 
sidewalks.
Mayor Norma Scalcy urged the "co-operation of 
the public and parents in particular" to ensure their 
children arc aware of the law, Unless the bylaw is 
observed council may consider licencing bicycles, she 
said.
' i .T ■«:vlT
Double line hurts stores
Brentwood Buy merchants are happy with the new 
paving job through their village except for one thing — 
the yellow lines on the road which govern traffic flow, 
do not permit access to the Brentwood Bay shopping 
centre. Or so they and their customers believe.
Fran Spooner, of Spooner Ladies Wear appeared as 
spokesman for n group of merchants before Central 
Saanich council Aug. 5 to solicit its help,
The problem is tlmi the solid yellow line down the 
centre of the new road through the village — is not : 
broken In any place to permit access to the shopping 
centre on the west side of the highway, Spooner said. 
The centre has its own parking area but what good was 
It, she asked, when there is no legal entry,
As well, the curb on the cast side of the south end of 
the shopping area it painted orange and parking there is 
forbidden. This cuts off other merchants from the flow 
of traffic— and from customers, she said.
"This recent Improvement to this road have severely
restricted entrance to the properly known ns Brentwood 
Shopping Centre," said a letter signed by 12 merchants 
which is being sent to the provincial department of 
highways which, along with Central Saanich, split the 
cost of the highway improvements.
"The double line and traffic i.slnnd prevent nor­
thbound traffic from turning into the .shopping centre,
"We would suggest that the line he broken so that left 
turn be accomplished, ihclcitcr concluded.
It was signed by representatives from Spooners, 
Royal Bank of Canada, Aladdin Travel Service, 
.Sandown Motel Ltd., Dr. A,J, Garnett. Phil's Bakery 
Ltd., Brentwood Silhouette Coiffures, Fantasia 
Fashion, Townsend Ltd. Hardware and Appliances and 
Country Kitchen.
' There certainly was a double line, said Mayor Dave 
Hill, hut it was not illegal for motorists to cross a solid 
double line to get into the shopping centre. As a 
professional driver of an emergency vehicle, he knew
this to be true. This opinion, he said, has been con­
firmed by members of the Central Saanich police 
depurimcnt who had looked up Ihc relevant legislation.
Legal or not, countered Spooner, many of her 
customers felt it was against it»e law and icfuscd lo do 
it. It just didh't make sense to do extensive road im­
provements and then mark them so that customers were 
kept away from the stores and merchants — particularly 
us they wcic putt of the laxpuylng public which ussutned 
half ihccost.
"We wrote the provincial department of highways 
and got a letter hack which seemed to Indicate they 
didn't care. Does council care?" asked Spooner.
Ves, said Aid. Percy Lazarz, council did care, Lazarz 
said he didn't think much could be done for merchants 
in the south end of the shopping centre but something 
might be done about altering the solid line,
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$lm expansion for Sandown
North Saanich’s San­
down race track has 
received the green light 
from the Agricultural Land 
Commission to start 
construction of the new $1 
million facilities.
The commission agreed 
to the proposal on the 
condition no new areas are 
developed, North Saanich 
council was told July 5 in a 
letter from the commission.
Plans for the race track 
include a 200-seat dining 
room and 250-seat lounge 
in the clubhouse as well as 
improved barns and two
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"




But a planned small 
trailer park behind the 
barns for horsemen having 
horses at the track is 
doubtful.
The overall proposal — 
referred by council to its 
zoning committee — was 
approved by the zoning 
committee Monday night, 
with the exception of the 
trailer park.
Municipal clerk Ted Fairs, 
said the trailer park would 
house between 30 and 40 
trailers for up to seven or 
eight months of the year.
“It’s something we’ll
have to be very careful of,’’ 
Fairs told committee.
Mayor Eric Sherwood
agreed, adding a trailer
park is not the type of 
facility wanted in North
Saanich.
“I can’t see why we 
should have it just because 
it’s beside a race track,’’ 
Sherwood said.
The plan must now go to 
a public hearing to have the 
land rezoned as fairgrounds 
instead of agricultural land.
Meanwhile, Jim Keeling, 
president of Cloverdale 
Raceways which operates 
the track, said he hopes to 
see construction start in
November — when the 
thoroughbreds finish 
racing.
The original application 
calls for modem facilities to 
replace the present wooden 
structure.
Included are:
•Development of one- 
half mile length of track for 
standard-bred on the inside 
field, with a five-eighths 
track to be used by
thoroughbreds within the 
perimeter.
•Installation of lighting 
for night racing.
•Eventual replacement of 
all existing facilities with 
expanded facilities — 
depending on fan support.
Full course meals will 
also be available, and 
Keeling hopes to have a 
liquor licence for the new 
premises as well.
Small bus the answer
If North Saanich council has its way, a small bus will 
be used for the North Saanich segment of the newly- 
expanded peninsula bus system.
But first council must convince both the Capital 
Region District’s transit committee and the Urban 
Transit Authority.
Council formally requested the transit committee 
provide a small bus after learning from transit planners 
that some municipal roads are too narrow and winding 
for regular UTA buses.
Mayor Eric Sherwood and Aid. Jay Rangel both said 
a small bus was the only solution to the narrow roads.
Council also proposed several route changes, in­
cluding the addition of loops through Ardmore and 
Deep Cove and the elimination of the run down Land’s 
End Road between West Saanich and Pat Bay Highway.
Council made the changes following a July 28 
meeting between the public works committee and UTA 
planners.
Planners told committee the proposed North Saanich 
route was 15 minutes too long to fit into the overall
peninsula bus schedule.
As well, they said Birch and Downey Roads were too 
winding and narrow for- buses planned for the area. 
They suggested either widening Birch and Downey, or 
dropping them off the route altogether.
But committee members objected that such a move 
would mean buses would bypass the majority of 
potential riders who live in Deep Cove.
Aid. Jim Cumming noted that if large buses ran 
on only the main roads in North Saanich, within two 
months the UTA would be back with a proposal to take 
the buses out of North Saanich because of the lack of 
use.
Rangel added the planners have to tailor the bus 
routes to suit the most passengers, and not fit the 
passengers into a pre-planned bus route.
Meanwhile, council also agreed to attempt a survey of 
potential passenger use With the help of Parklands 
secondary school community recreation students.
Aid. Harold Parrott suggested the students distribute 
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This superbly si muted Colonial Style residence is locnicd at Elk Luke (about 13 km 
from Victoria 32 km from Sidney) Set irt e hetuitifully landscaped 0,712 heciarcr. 
(1,78 nc.) with easy occcss to the lake. The house offers a large reception hall; large 
living and dining rooms with a southern outlook; modern kitchen with bar b-q; 
recreation/billiard room: four bedrooms (one basement) - ma.stcr bedroom vsith 
fitc|jlawt aud diciitUg looiu; fuui b«ilHuums, Thcic is also a heated giceiiiiouse, 
seperatc studio and a building suitable as a stable for horses, This very special 
residence is being offered at S26S,OCM3,00
Viewing by appointment with 
NASH 598-3321 /.592-78lii








nowspapor rt'i]uire n person to nssiiino’tho 
responsible position as Comptroller to biuh 
organi/ations, Reporting to the Managing 
Director the Comptroller will be assisted by 
one additional accounting staff member and 
by compiilerized accounting,
I bis is a 'hands-on' position in two expanding
companies; duties will include all normal
accounting functions, cash and credit 
management, and the opportunity to develop 
new systems and procedures willi the new 
company,
Ideally the successful candidate will have 
formal accounting training, and previous 
experience in manufacliinng, preterably in 
the commercial printing industry . I■amlilarilv 
with computerized accounting and ability to 
communicate would be an asset , '
Salary will becommensiirate with experience 
and t]ualificalion, Please submit a written 
resume in strictest confidence to:
Manning Press
P.O. box 2608 Sidney, ll.C.
Encouraged by a meeting 
with Environment Minister 
Stephen Rogers, North 
Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
has decided to seek an in- 
depth environmental im­
pact study of the ’eastern 
Saanich Peninsula 
coastline.
Rangel said last week he 
would like to see the 
provincial government 
conduct a study of the 
foreshore between Swartz 
Head and the 
municipality’s boundary 
with Sidney at Robert’s 
Bay.
The proposal will go to 
council at its next meeting 
— scheduled for Sep­
tember.
Rangel Aug. 7 met with 
Rogers and Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis, 
MLA for Saanich and the 
Islands.
Curtis arranged . the 
meeting and Rangel at­
tended as a private citizen 
concerned about the impact 
of developments on the 
environment in the area, the “ 
alderman said.
Rangel said That until: 
there! is more information 
oh the environmental 
impact in the area no Wi 
further; developments 
should be permitted.
He said the provincial 
government was the only 
agency to perform such an 
in-depth study.
He added he was im­
pressed with Rogers’ 
knowledge of the problem 
in the area and said the 
discussions were 
“favorable".
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1 Fine Pen and
2 Marker for only.
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'/2”xl010" [1.2 cmx25 m] 
Package of 2 Rolls...........
Crayola
Packae of 24
in a plastic container
Safeway
6''x8'’ [12 cm x20 cm] 


















1 lb. (454g) Package.
Edwards








Purex. 2 Ply Assorted colours.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .Ti
Black Exotic,
Town House. 48 fl. oz. (1.36L) tin................;....................*
Cream
or Malaga. California Grown No. I Grade ('1.71 kg).............
Bel-air Frozen. Assorted. 14 fl. oz. (397g) size. . . . . . "
Fresh
Strawberries
California Grown (Equals 67* per 12 oz. basket) ('1.96 kg).....
Prices effective August 11 to August 17
in your Friendly Sidney 
Safeway Store.
A A
We reserve the right to limit Quantities. Sales in retail Quantities Only C A M A O A S A F E W A Y LI M IT E O
Hb.ll tarn






Glen Meadows vets 
tie for third spot
Glen Meadows golfing 
veterans dumped rivals 
from Uplands 4-t Aug. 8 to 
move into a tie for third 
spot in Ihe Vancouver 
Island Seniors’ Golf League 
title.
Glen Meadows’ seniors 
have 25 '/: points, good 
enough for a tie with 
Victoria Golf Club, but two 
points behind second-place 
Royal Colwood and five 
and a half points back of
Victorialeague-leading 
Gorge.
Glen Meadows will have 
a chance to make up the 
point spread in the last two 
rounds of the six-team, 
inter-club play.
SiDMEY MEAT MARKET
9786 ■ 2nd Street 656-7535
m OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN FED, CANADA "A”
SPECIAL TREAT'
Delmonico Steaks...........5 oz. .$1.60 EA.
MARINATED IN WINE,
Sliced Bacon .......................... $1.19 LB.
Weiners BURNS   ................ S.P9 LB.
English Style Bangers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.69 lb
—FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE—
W»ighl loss in cutting, boning and trimming will increoss the prices per pound.
Pat Akerman scores with head-first slide to give Saltspring 1- 0 lead in opening semi-final 
playoff match against Prairie Inn last Wednesday. Umpire George Tahouney waits to make 




Sparked by hot-hitting Ir.v Hawkings, Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods of the Sidney Senior Men’s Fastball 
League captured second spot in the Mayfair Insurance 
Invitational tournament over the B.C. Day weekend.
Harvey’s dropped the final to King John’s Inn of the 
Juan de Fuca League by an 8-7 score, after leading at 
one point 5-0.
Harvey’s started the tournament with a bye, then 
blanked Mears Realty of the Victoria Heywood Park 
Men’s League 2-0 on the power of home runs by 
Hawkings and Butch Davies.
Harvey’s dropped the next game to King John’s Inn 
2-0 before taking their third contest against Victoria 
Modular Homes — also of the Juan de Fuca League.
Then Harvey’s went up against King John’s Inn again 
in the final. They scored five runs in the top of the first 
inning and appeared to be off and running.
But the Juan de Fuca team came back in the bottom 
of the opening inning with four runs of their own.
Harvey’s got another run later on to go up by a 6-4 
score before King John’s Inn came back with four runs 
for art 8-6 lead. Harvey’s managed a solo run in the last 
inning, but were (Stopped short of tying the game when 
they left a runner on third base. ■
Hawkings pounded out a .643 average for the 
tournament, enough to give him the batting title. He 





Sidney softball teams 
fared well during the annual 
zone competition held to 
determine the recreational 
calibre representative for 
the Greater Victoria area, at 
Bullen Park in Esquimalt 
over the weekend.
: Victoria Athletics, of the 
Heywood Ayeiiue League, 
won the single-knockout 
tournament, but ' had to 
beat three Sidney teams to 
accomplish the task; ;
Prairie Inn topped Sidney 
entrants with a second place 
finish, losing to the 
Athletics 7 - 4 in the final 
game. Previously, they 
defeated .Strathcona Hotel 
of Macdonald Park and. 
Victoria Ambulance Service 
of Sidney, by identical 6 - 4 
scores.
Saltspring Salties finished 
in third place when they 
were defeated by Victoria 
' Atheltics, and'the Victoria 
Ambulance Service loss to 
Prairie Inn relegated them 
to fourth.
Hotel Sidney, also 
defeated and eliminated 
from the tournament by the 
Athletics finished in seventh 
■place, in the 25-team 
competition.
With winds gusting to 40 miles per hour at his back, 
Sidney vyindsurfing sensation Richard Myerscough 
turned in a second-place finish in the B.C. Windsurfing 
Championship at Penticton Aut. 2, 3 and 4;
Myerscough, only 14-year-old, also placed third in 
the freestyle^event and, first in his weight class (light­
-weight). : ,
The Penticton meet boasted 56, participants and was 
one of the strongest fields of the year, Myerscough said 
after returning home to 10455 Allbay Road.,
Myerscough said Mike Gadd, a windsurfer who 
competes for most of the year in Hawaii, and Austrian 
Frederick Boxbaum, were his stiffest competitors.
That ends competitive windsurfing for this summer 
for Myerscough.
Though he earned a berth on the five-member 
Canadian windsurfing team taking part in the world 
championships in the Bahamas in October, Myerscough 
has indicated he won’t be going.
Hole-in-one
Ethel Williams, 115-2040 
White Birch, threaded a 
hole-in-one on July 31 at 
Ardmore Golf Course. The 
feat was the first-ever for 
Williams, who has been 
golfing for more than a
dozen years.
She accomplished it on 
the 130-yard ninth hole — a 
par three. “It was a real 
thrill,” Williams said af­
terwards. “I guess it Was 
just one of those flukes.”
Young Richard Myerscough shows some of the tricks on wind- 
surfboard that won him third spot in freestyle competition at B.C. 
championships. Ron Norman Photo






Danny Henry? Who’s Danny Henry?
The 28-year-old native, one of the outstanding 
athletes on Vancouver Island, never did play 
professionally but the opportunity for the peninsula 
resident was surely there.
“I guess I’m just a good amateur,” smiles Henry, 
a one-time all-star basketball player who is now 
hooked on soccer and gol f.
The Vic West striker of the Gorge Soccer League 
‘ will be counted on heavily this month when his club 
bids for another Canadian championship.
As the saga continues, Henry won the all-native 
“ golf championship July 5 and 6 at Pitt Meadows and 
just two weeks later finished third out of some 250 in 
an amateur tourney in Waterton, Alta.
Golf, believe it or not, is just a Henry “sideline”, 
something he “picked up’ ’ about four years ago.
“I started out with a couple guys and shot around 
an 80,” he recalls. “They wanted me to join the club 
(Glen Meadows) so I could improve.”
But Henry became frustrated and “broke a few 
clubs” when he joined Glen Meadows and his score 
didn’t improve that much.
“I guess I expected too much of myself,” he says. 
“I wanted to be like the other guys who were scratch 
handicaps.”
Henry, though, says he enjoys Glen Meadows. 
“It’s long and there’s not many sand traps, so I can 
really let loose on it. The, course gets better every 
year,” he says.
When he was young, Henry says the elders urged 
him to carry on in sports. “They said 1 had the 
ability and that I should keep on going.”
By the time Henry reached his mid-teens, his 
dream was to play pro in England.
At age 18, while still attending Claremont high, 
Henry was selected and travelled to Europe on a* 
soccer tour that eventually led him through the 
British Isles. NASL player, Bobby Bolitho, was also 
on that team at the time, coming from Mount View.
And a few years later, Henry was invited to try out 
for a club in Manchester, but he turned down the 
tempting offer because there was no guarantee he 
would make the team and he had to pay his own 
I expenses.
Henry is now on the golf course swinging himself 
I imo shape for the western soccer championship with 
KVic West this month. A vvin-in Saskatoon will once 
r agam push the Wests into the Canadian final.
I ‘Tf we win the Canadian' championship,” says 
^ Henry, “I’ll retire from soccer as a champion.”
Marg off to games
Danny Henry 
. . .getting in shape.
Another Glen Meadows 
golfer is off to the B.C. 
Summer Games in Kelowna 
this week. iClarg Robertson, 
5676 Wellsview Road, has 
earned a berth on the four- 
member district one golf 
team.
Robertson qualified for 
the games in a competition 
held earlier in the year. 
Each golfer played three 
medal rounds and the two 
best scores were taken, with 
the top four golfers making 
the team.
Joining Robertson in 
Kelowna will be Daima 
Mann .of Victoria Golf 
Club, Isabelle MacGillivray 
of Cedar Hill and Ivy Blunt 
of Gorge Vale.
Jean Smith, president of 
district one will accompany 
the squad as team manager 
and coach.
Robertson has been 
golfing since Glen Meadows 
first opened in 1968 and has 
been the ladies’ captain of
Marg Robertson 
. . .Glen Meadows golfer
the local club.
She has also served on the 
district one executive for 
two years as rules and 
handicap chairman, and 
has played in the 15 and
under Harris-Erickson 
Handicap Competition for 
six years.
The summer games kick 




Dura Construction of 
Saanichton has won the 
construction contract for a 
$1.6 million health unit in 
New Denver, in the Slocan 
Valley. The 10-bed facility, 
an addition to existing 
facilities, will accommodate 
acute and extended care, 
patients. , '

















Travelodge Golden Bears 
defeated Hotel Sidney twice 
last week and gained a berth 
in the play-off finals of 
Sidney Senior Men’s 
Softball League.
A 2-1 hold-on victory 
gave Travelodge the ad­
vantage in the best of three 
series, and a 6-2 victory last 
Thursday clinched the 
finals berth.
Prairie Inn took a 2-1 
victory from Saltspring in 
the other half of the semi­
final series to hold the 
advantage before their Aug. 
11 meeting.
Saltspring led 1-0 in the 
first inning of their opening 
match.
The game remained in 
Saltspring’s favour until the 
top of the seventh inning 
when a dramatic rally by 
Prairie Inn turned the tide, 
and the hotclmen held on 
for the win.
Games will be continuous 
starling Aug. II, with the 
exception of Saturday play, 
and depending on the 
outcome of Tuesday’s 
match, the finals will 
commence cither Thursday 
or Friday. There will be a 
final contest between 
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Bumper to Bumper Location:








-moves to new location
New home . for the 
Peninsula Community 
Association, from Aug. 15, 
will be 9788 — 2nd Street, 
Sidney.
PCA, umbrella for 
homemakers service, 
volunteer services and 
Sidney Activity Group, is
moving from 9813-5th 
Street, where it has been 
housed for the past several
years. The new, street-level 
premises will be larger and 
allow for PCA expansion.
Co-ordinator for the 
homemakers service. Use 
McCaw, said Friday some 
2,200 hours of service were 
provided by homemakers
during July. The number of 
homemakers averages 
about 30 and there were 116 






shopping help, personal 
assistance when needed and 
support and supervision in 
household duties.
Caring people are needed 
to act as homemakers. 
Starting wage is $4.25 an 
hour.
Viking deal worth j Radar trap
$6min annui
' RED ROBIN 
FOODS
Viking Air Ltd. of Pat 
Bay Airport is close to 
securing the largest contract 
in its history — a deal that 
will see another 100 to 150 
additional jobs at the 
Sidney firm’s plant when in 
full swing.
Viking president Nels 
Christensen said at a press 
briefing Aug. 9 the new 
contract will mean as much 
as $6 million worth of work 
each year.
The work will involve the 
conversion of Grumman G-
' 111 amphibian planes at a 
cost of some $500,000 each.
But so far nothing is 
concrete.
Resorts International 
Inc., a U.S. — based 
conglomerate heavily in­
volved in casinos in the 
Caribbean and Atlantic 
City, has approached 
Viking with theoher.
Resorts director of 
aviation Norman Golden of 
Miami, who was also at the 
press briefing, explained the 
conglomerate has invested
7855 L SAANICH ROAD






JEANETTE BLYTHE as store manager
AND
JERRY DUNCAN as meat manager j
some $9 million so far in 
getting the G-111 aircraft 
U.S. commercial cer­
tification.
But the company still 
needs approval from the 
Canadian transport 
ministry before the 
rebuilding proposal for 
Viking can go ahead.
Golden said Resorts 
International has 'already 
purchased 12 G-111
Albatross twin-engined 
planes from sources around 
the world and plans to use 
them on its Caribbean and 
Atlantic City flights.
Resorts International had 
intended them solely for use 
as passenger planes with a 
full carrying capacity of 28 
persons.
But then Christensen 
convinced them about two 
years ago to give the planes 
a dual role.
Christensen saw them as 
commercial transport for 
' coastal areas, but also as 
aircraft that can be con­
verted overnight into 1,400 
gallon capacity water 
bombers for forest service 
work. .
Resorts International is 
trying to secure the deal 
here with Viking because 
the market for water 
bombers is stronger in 
Canada than in the U.S.
As well. Golden said 
Viking has the reputation as 
the most knowledgeable 
company in the world when 
it comes to amphibian 
aircraft.
Viking novv employs 
between 30 and 40 people, 
and if the Resorts Inter­
national deal should go 
ahead, has been promised 
additional space at the 
airport by the B.C. 
Development Corp.
Resorts International 
only approached the 
Canadian ministry of 
transport about a month 
ago, and will be making 
formal application if 
preliminary approval is 
granted.
7855 i. Sflonicli Rd. s^-m-iop.m.Daiiy 652-4712
BILLCHANDLER
A resident of North Saanich, Bill has been with 
Flint Motors for three years .with one year left to 
complete his apprenticeship.
See The Professionals at Flints For...
VALVE GRINDS - ENGINE OVERHAULS — 
BRAKES - RE-WIRING — FRONT END 




1st & Bevan Behind Sidney Superfoods] I
bonanza 
on Ardmore
A thief with a yen for some yen stole more than | 
$450 from a Japanese tourist from Osaka aboard the 
B.C. Ferry Queen of Vancouver last week. |
Included in the heist was more than 8,000 yen — 
about $40 Canadian.
Police report the Japanese visitor went to the | 
bathroom while on the Tsawwassen to Swartz Bay | 
run and when she returned to her seat her purse had | 
been rifled.
In other police news: f
®RCMP are investigating the theft of two cylinders i 
from a shed behind the office of dentist Dr. Dino ] 
; Paulos,9775-4th Street last week.
One of the cylinders contained nitrous oxide or ; 
I laughing gas while the other contained oxygen. The
; theft followed a break-in at the shed, 
r •Close to 15 complaints were received overnight 
^ Sunday and Monday morning following an escapade 
! by unknown youths along the western coastline of 
! the peninsula.
I Police said reports were received that youths in a 
I boat were making their way north along the 
■ coastline taking contents from boats moored in the 
I area, and in some cases stealing boats.
Three small boats were reported stolen the 
I following morning and numerous complaints of 
I thefts from boats were received.
®A radar trap on Ardmore Drive Monday af- 
1 ternoon resulted in three speeding citations in the 
span of only 10 minutes, RCMP said.
®Finally, police report they will not be stopping or 
I charging motorcyclists who are not wearing helmets,
, but advise drivers to continue wearing helmets for 
i their own safety.
Police response follows a decision Monday by a 
provincial court judge in Prince George who shot 
down a section of the Motor Vehicle Act and opened 
the way for B.C. motorcyclists to ride without 
1 helmets.
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson said no action will be 
taken against helmetless motorcyclists on the 
I peninsula until further word is received from the 
provincial attorney-general’s office.
' The ruling sparked a number of calls to Sidney 
i RCMP for clarification Monday afternoon by 
' peninsula motorcyclists.
i ' V More than 100 scientists 
'y from Canada, Great
/ ^7 Britain, Germany, France,
. - J apan and tlie U • 5•' w'H
attend a symposium Aug., 
13-16 at the Institute of 
Ocean Sciences on West
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
REGISTRMION OF NEW S
Parents of students new to the Saanich School District are advised 
that the registration dates are August 25, 26 and 27, between the 
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon. Parents are advised to call the 
school first if possible to avoid waits.,
Bus schedules for students eligible for bus transportation will be 
published in The Sidney Review on August 27 and in the Victoria 
Times and Daily Colonist on the weekend prior to school opening 
day, which is September 2,1980.
If you do not know which school to register your student in, or 
I require additional information, please call the School Board Office 
at656-llll.
Saanich Road.
The meetings will bring ^ 
together groups who 
■ worked on the; five-year 
series, of experiment 
known as CEPEX (con- ' 
trolled ecosystem pollution 
experiment) in Saanich 
Inlet, and on similar ex­
periments in Europe and 
the U.S. Five scientists 
from China will investigate 
the unique facility at Pat 
Bay before starting similar 
experiments in China.
The CEPEX studies were 
carried out in large plastic 
enclosures suspended from 
the surface of the water like 
up-ended “sea silos.”
Plants and animals in these 
enclosed ecosystems were 
studied in their natural state 
and under the influence of 
common pollutants, such as 
petroleum hydrocarbon^ 
and heavy metals.
The enclosures concept 
has been adapted for 
further experiments 
currently underway in 
Saanich Inlet with visiting 
scientists from Germany 
and Japan participating 
along with lOS scientists.
1980 AMX
This sub-compact car for tsporls 
is (inishod in alonming black, It 
has the big 258 6-c,yllndor on- 
gino, willv a 4-spGGd transmis­
sion, power stooring, power 
disc brakes, tinted glass, till 
wheel, convenience group, light 
group and protection group.
IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND YOU'LL NEVER
BUY FOR LESS! REDUCED TO
00
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Bid for inquiry squashed
® Farthing charges misallocation of funds
Camosun takeover set
North Saanich council has turned down a bid by Aid. 
Edgar Farthing to have the inspector of municipalities 
hold an inquiry into alleged mis-allocation of municipal 
funds.
Farthing made the charges at an Aug. 5 meeting, 
noting the 1980 budget calls for only $18,000 to be spent 
on footpaths for West Saanich Road and McTavish 
Road.
Instead, he charged work has started on a $20,000 
West Saanich footpath.
As well, he said the footpaths were intended to extend 
from Tatlow to Birch Road. But work has begun on a 
footpath from Maple to Downey Road, he said.
He called the situation an “apparent administrative 
error”, and said the inquiry should establish respon­
sibility for the error.
But public works committee chairman Jim Cumming
said all Farthing’s allegations were not true, and are 
“laughable under those circumstances.”
Cumming said council included $28,000 for footpaths 
not $18,000; and the recommendation for footpaths 
between Tatlow and Birch came from “another body” 
and was not included in the original motion.
“And where'the $20,000 for West Saanich footpaths 
came from only heaven knows,” Cumming added.
But Farthing replied the budget shows $18,000 for 
West Saanich and McTavish footpaths and another, 
$10,000 for footpaths recommended by the advisory 
planning commission.
The footpaths recommended by the APC were ap­
proved by council. Farthing added, but “someone has 
ignored” that resolution.
Cumming said the actual motion only called for 
$28,000 to be used for sidewalks in North Saanich to the
best possible advantage and at the discretion of the 
committee using the APC recommendations.
Farthing’s move follows allegations by APC 
chairman John Lapham last week that the public works 
committee has ignored APC sidewalk recom­
mendations.
That in turn prompted Aid. Jay Rangel, a member of 
the public works committee, to note that no one from 
the APC has approached the committee with that 
complaint.
Rangel said he deplored Lapham’s style of taking the 
complaint to the press, instead of committee. He added 
he feels no one on council has any intention of ignoring 
the APC.
“1 place a pretty high value on the APC,” Rangel 
said. He added he would be “glad to listen to them” at 
any time.
Camosun College is all 
set to take over Saanich 
school board office on 3rd 
Street in Sidney. Only hold­
up now is approval from 
the provincial government 
of the negotiated lease 
arrangement, which calls 
for an annual fee of 
$37,948.
The school board has 
also indicated it is willing to 
sell the board office to 
Camosun at a figure based
on current appraisals of the 
property but developments
along that line have not 
been made public.
Information booth at Tulista
Sidney Days Society 
volunteers will be manning 
a message centre booth
Sunday at Sidney Lions Sea 
Cavalcade bash at Tulista 
Park. The booth will be
open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., will 
serve as a lost and found 
department, provide in­
formation and accept or 
relay messages.
A visitor’s book is 
available for those who’d
like to sign in. Mrs. Roberta 
Dunbar is in charge.
Recipes for Sidney Days 
'Cookbook may be left at 
the booth, society president 
Eleanor Sowerby said 
Monday. Those submitting
recipe^ should include their 
name, address and phone 
nunjber as well as the name 
of the recipe. As well, some 
indication as to which food 
category it belongs to would 
be helpful, Sowerby said.
North Saanich council has agreed to meet with Sidney 
council to discuss how to stage the referendum for the . 
proposed expansion to Panorama Leisure Centre.
And just how the referendum is held could be almost 
as important as the referendum itself. .
According to Capital Regional District executive 
director Dennis Young, there are two ways of holding 
the referendum.
The first calls for each municipality to hold its own 
referendum. This way, the proposal could only go 
ahead if both the majority of voters in North Saanich 
and the majority in Sidney agreed to the addition.
« But that isn’t necessarily the case in the second op-
■'■tion.'/ • -
i Under that scheme ;he CRD would hold a 
* simultaneous referendum in Sidney and North Saanich. 
If the total vote agreed with the addition, then ex­
pansion plans would proceed.
However, it is conceivable that one municipality votes 
the expansion plan down while the other approves it, 
and the outcome would depend on the voter turnout in 
each municipality.
Thus, if North Saanich voters agreed with the ad­
dition, but more Sidney voters disagreed, the addition 
wouldn’t go ahead. On the other hand, North Saanich 
could vote against the expansion, but enough Sidney 





Visitors to Coles Bay 
beach who insist on parking 
their cars illegally will now 
be ticketed, Sidney RCMP 
said Monday.
RCMP have received a 
number of complaints 
about illegaily parked 
vehicles and started han­
ding out $10 tickets last
week.
Police have served notice 
they will now regularly 
patrol the area.
Ample public parking is 
available on Invcrnc.ss —• 
and free. There is ab­
solutely no parking in the 
lower area near the beach, a 
municipal spokesman said,
p
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Island VIewfreezer Ltd.
17005 Emt Sajinich ltd. 652-2411
PRIVATE SALE
COMMERCIALLY ZONED PROPERTY
LOTSJAS WHITE BLVD.- '
: 5 2/
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•Excellent Dual Access'from Jas White Blyd. or 
; rear lane./J: ^
•Highway view/for sign;'
FINAL WEEK 
OF OUR ONCE A YEAR
OFF
Everything in the Store 




7103 W. Saanich Ud. 
Brentwood Bay 
652-3611
Open Daily 10 to 5:30 
Sundays 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Tom Square Mall I 
[Upper Mall\ 
2405 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 
656-4711 
10 to 5 p.m. 






A name you can trust whore 
your plans are protected by 
our conditional Eaton’s Travel 
Guorantoo. Just say 'Charge It' 
on your Eaton Account.
Phone direct at 388"6488




Dinners from 5 p. m. 
Open for Sunday Lunch - 







1 (INCLUDING SOUP OF THE dW)




SMOKED SALMON - 
OR HERRING
Open Every Day Except Tuesday















2449B BEACON AVE. PHONE 656-7612
(REAR OF SUNTIME YACHTSHOP)
— PARKING IN THE FlEAR ~
STOHE MOUHS:
DAILY g:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 




Homs of SUPEp aovtngs l
In Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
Olympic Specials








Cenorfo Gr. A. Beef
$037
lJo


















































































■ M&em yew General had Cmpmi this week
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' Sidney, B.C. 654^1154'
DEEP COVE
Delightful no-step 
bungalow 3 bedrooms - 1 Vi 
bathrooms. Designed for 
low maintenance on level 
easy - care lot of almost half 
an acre in quiet area of fine 
homes. Features include 
attractive fireplace in living- 
room, dishwasher, gar- 
borator and skylight in 
large kitchen. Thermopane 










$2,800 DOWN buys 5 acres of sun­
shine oh Gobrlola Islond. 20 minutes 
ferry ride from Nonoimo. Hourly 
schedule. Price $28,000.00. Neil 





The job: to organize, 
recruit, screen, and direct 
the services of volunteers 
in order to meet iden­
tified social needs on the 
Saanich Peninsula.
Desired Qualifications: The 
successful applicant must 




relations, staff training, 
and general program 
development.
Preferred Qualifications: 
B.A. degree or 
equivalent. Own tran­
sportation, on mileage. 




Send Resume to: Personnel 
Committee, Peninsula 
Community Association, 
9788 Second St., Sidney, 
B.C. V8L3J8.
major Lower Mainland community 
newspaper. Must be aggressive, self- 
motivated. Successful applicant will 
hove obout two years experience in 
community newspoper sports ond 
wilt be able to maintain number one 
sports section. Experience on VDT's 
an asset but not essentiol. Prime 
consideration will be skill excellence 
ond willingness to work with first 
rote news teom. Excellent benefits, 
top rotes. Apply Box 168. c/o 
BCYCNA, 1004. 207 West Hastings 





Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all 
orders. Phone 656-4754
IN HOME BABYSinER needed for 9 
ond 6 year old. 2:30 • 5 p.m. 19 years 
and up please. 656-5951 ofter 5 p.m. 
1068-34
EXPERIENCED DOMESTIC HELP 1 day 
per week required in Curteis Point 





SAANICH FAIR help wanted. Cashiers 
for gotos and porking and dining 
room help, on the Labour Day 
weekend. Please contact Soanich 
Fair office 652-3314 from Monday to 
Friday, August 13to26.1108-34
DOORS! B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES I 
Canada's largest selection. 
Aluminum windows, doors and 
iocksets. Walker Door (266-1101), 
1366 S.W. Marine Drive, V6P 5Z9. 
North Vancouver ' (985-9714), 1589 
Garden Ave. V7P3A5. na-tf
1973 667 SKIDDER, fair tires, runs 
O.K., Kamloops, $8,500: 1974
PRENTICE 400 log loader mounted on 
Mock truck, excellent condition. 
Vancouver. $60,000; 1975 08K angle 
blade with tilt, ripper, fully enclosed 
cob. Checks outO.K., Prince George. 
$97,500: 1977 R200 P & H rough 
terrain crone, 60 foot boom, 20 foot 
job, G.M. power, low hours. 
Excellent. Vancouver, $67,500; 1975 
D155 KOMATSU, ripper blade with 
tilt, ROPS canopy, never In rock. 
Vancouver, $87,500; 1977 GALION 
12'/» ton rough terrain crone. 60 foot 
boom, diesel power, exceitenl. 
Alberta, $47,500; 1969 950 CAT 
loader. Woldco gropplo, ROPS, 
$12,000 spent recent repoirs. Van­




OVER THE PHONE-FAST 
Phone THE LAW SHOPPE TOLL FREE 
112 - 800-663-3035 (In Vancouver area 
colt 687-2442) Chorgex and 
Mastercharge accepted "Legal Help 
You Can Afford" no-tf
ATTENTION LADIES I If you ore 
unable to leave your home to shop 
for clothes. I will come to yours with 
o private showing of our fashions. 
Pleoso coil Monique Nickerson. 
Fashion Consultant for Le Jame 
Fashions. 656-0208. 0999-tf
ONE OWNER. 1973 KENWORTH 350 
Cummins 13 speed transmission. 
SSHD 44,000 lb. rear ends. $23,500. 
Must Sell! Phone 112-392-4931. NA- 
33
HARDWARE STORES hove a good 
future. This business is designed for 
the owner-operator with onnuol 
soles approaching $200,000. located 
in the Central Fraser Valley, if you 
ore seriously Interested In this op­
portunity to hove your own business 
call ownerat859-3138 . 33
BAG MACHINE OPERATOR trainees 
required by expanding polyethelene 
mfg. CO. Must be reliable and able to 
work shift work. Apply between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m.. 2130 Malaview 
Ave.. Sidney. 1075-33
.FIREWOODS cut to order. Cedar 
Posts, and rails. Select tree falling. 
656-4213. 0520tf
WORKERS INTERESTED in agricultural 
work, poultry, dairy, greenhouse, 
nursery, vegetable and fruit har­
vesting etc. should apply to Canada 
Form Labour Pool, 205-3400 Douglas 
Street. Victoria. Monday lo Fridoy, 
8:30 a.m. -4:30p.m.382-4274. 1002- 
34
AIRTIGHT STOVES, flreploce Inserts, 
pipes, brushes, cKcessofies, etc. We 
have It ail for your fireplace. See us 
at Marino Court. Sidney Fireplace 
Shop, 9843 2nd St. Sidney. 656-3831. 
0458-tf
FOR SALE — FLYING DUTCHMAN 
gold vibrating sluice boxes. Proven 
96 percent recovery. Also con be 
used os Q gold concentrotor. Seeing 
is believing! Moke us prove it. Bring 
us sand, grovel or concentrates. 
Phone 112-859-5490. NA-33
MAKE MONEY in your spare time. 
Leorn Income Tox Preparation. For 
free brochure, no obligotion. write U 
& R Tax School, 1345 Pembina Hwy, 
Winnipeg. Mon. R3T2B6. 33
TIME FOR A NEW WARDROBE or
something pretty to weor? Call 
Monique Nickerson. Fashion Con­
sultant for LeJome Fashions. ^6- 
0200. lOOl-tf
D-7 17A CAT with two way blade and 
winch. Good _ working condition. 
$15,000 with or without (ob. .Mike 
Hughes, General Delivery, Quesnel, 
B.C. V2J 3J1. Phone 992-2057 . 33
FAMILY RESTAURANT, licensed, on 
busy highwoy. Separote two 
bedroom home with fireploce. 
Excellent view in orchard country. 
Price $155,000 plus stock. Contact 
Zodiac Realty Ltd., Box 2460. Creston. 
B.C. VOB IGO. Phone 428-71)1. 33
FOUR-LEVEL
.SPLIT;;:',
Great family home on quiet 
cul-de-sac in Sidney. 4 
bedrooms, 2 ^throoms, 
fireplace in large bright 
living room, large backyard 
completely fenced, city 
park at rear. Very well 









A small house or cottage on 
peninsula. Handyman 
willing to fix up for 
material cost. 652-2443 or 
652-W77.
1066-33
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM coitoga, 
bungalow, duplex or ;' house 
anywhere in North Soanich or Sidney 
area beginning as. soon os possible 
: for; employed university groduote.; 
Please call Russ at 656-2940 or 656- 




Almost 4 acre prime in­
dustrial land, fully serviced. 
Highway exposure - can be 












2354 Beacon Ave,, 
Sidney, B.C.
656-4000 656-0131
‘ AVAILABLE NOW. 2 bedroom mobile 
, ';ho.me In adult.pojk,.Minimumgge 45 
years. No chlidren,:no pets.;i year 
lease. Fridge, stove, w/w, 2 baths. 
655-3928 or 656-4527. 1002-35
COUPLE WITH EXCELLENT 
REFERENCES would like to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom apartment or house. Bo1h 
have been gardeners. Please phone 
collect 753-7294' evenings alter 6:30 
p.m. 1099-34
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM oportment 
in Sidney or district. Reasonable rent. 
656-3443. 1094-33
REUABLE COUPLE, late SO's no 
children, no pels, willing to housosit 
lor winter months, (Irom Oct. 1st), 
Sidney area. Good roterences. 655- 
4202. 1074-33
VERY CLEAN, quiet middle aged man 
required permanent accommodation 
up lo $175. Can corolako properly ll 
required. Please phono 112-539-2632 





Secondary School, Saanich 
Peninsula. Applications are 
invited from suitably 
qualified persons for the 
position of Clerk IV 
(Supervising Stenographer),
7 hours per day, 11 months 
per-year. Requirements: to 
supervise an office em­
ploying one or more em­
ployees and generally
function as senior 
stenographer to the School 
Principal and teaching 
staff. Typing 60 w.p.m., 
shorthand 80;w.p.m. and 
bookkeeping training are 
minimum requirements. 
Salary . range Tor; 1980,;,is; 
$7.14 to $7.78 per hour. ;;; 
Application forms are 
available from the School 
Board office, ,9751 Third 
St. Sidney, telephone 656- 






No. 63 (Saanich) 
P.O. Box 2010, 
Sidney, B.C.
Work Wanted
GARDEN SERVICE - Pruning. 
Bruno von Schuckmann. 656- 
1990 . 0787tl
MOST PHASES ol gardening and 
landscaping - also garden 
design. Call Charles Vaulrin. 656- 
1595 alter 5 p.m. lO-ll
CLARK ENTERPRISES. Low price 
lectory salvage glass. Cut to size. 24 
oz. 75c square loot: 32 oz., $1.25: 
3,^16, $1.50: plate, $1.75. Bronze
tint, 24 ozs. $1.00: 3/16, $2.00. Works 
at rear ol Sleggs Lumber, 5th Street, 
Sidney, Open Mon. - Fri. 12:30 - 4 
p.m. Solurdoy 8 o.m. - 12 noon. 656- 
6655 . 0944-35
RESIDENT HUNTERS now booking lor 
oil species ol Big Gome, Limited 
hunts for trophy and moot. Phone 
112-774-3220. NA-33
Farm Supplies
RUDBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 
652-4035. 37-tf
YOUNG MAN WITH pickup willing to 
do anything, i.e. light hauling, etc. 
Honest. courteous. reliable. 
Reosonoble rates. 656-5441. 0990-35
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year round, using on aluminum and 
glass greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7425 Hedley Ave.. Burnaby. 
B.C. V5E 2R1. Mai! orders now 
ovailoble. 33
EXCELLENT HOUSEWORK done. Ask 
for Drusillo. 656-4945. 1106-34
DAYCARE IN MY HOME Mondoy to 
Friday. Keating area. 652-9341.
}0 '97-33
URINE-ERASE saves corpets! 
Guorantees removal dog, cot, human 
urine stains, odors from carpets. Free 
brochure. Dept., ‘A’, Reldell 
Chemicals Ltd., Box 7500, London. 
Ont. N5Y4X8. 33
RENT A BOY I Dependable 12-year- 
old,is willing to do your odd jobs. 
Sidney. Pleose cal! 656-6543. 1087-33
BEER AND SCOTTISH Rice Whisky. 
Tested recipes. Easily mode at 
home. S5.00 post paid. CAMWAY 
SALES; Ste. 3 . 22409 McIntosh Ave., 





Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews, 
available for larger jobs.
656-3744
SALES COUNTER, custom made. 2 
drawers, shelves, 2 glass displays. 
All one unit. 656-3342 or 656-4057. :
1085-33
MOVING.' must sell. 5 speed lady's 
bike, $60; Hoover portable washer 
spin/dryer. S100:^’-\Scondinavian, 
design couch, gold,*$120. 656-6342. 





1895 Roberts Rd, 
Duncan




The Farm & Home 
Producers Supply Store 
-Help us Help You-
May we help you beat 





The very best com­
pel at i ye,, ;^/^Tayver 
Mainland Prices.
FOUR MONTH OLD Filter Queen 
vacuum cleaner, $725 new. Offers. 
656-1387. 1063-33
TRAVELLING 
IN THE U.S. OR 
OVERSEAS
Don’t go BEFORE you see 
us for MEDICAL & 
HOSPITAL INSURANCE 
COVERAGE. It costs so 
little and it’s so important. 




2354 Beacon Ave. 
■..Sidney. ■:■




USED CARPET: Singer touch and sew 
machine in cobinet, new $1,500; sell 
lor $750; oportment washer and spin 
dry, $100; some miscellaneous. Wed. 
ond Thurs. only, 9:00 till 8:00. 8964 




PUSHMOWER AND CATCHER, 4 horse 
Johnson outboard, girl's bicycle, 
wagon barbeque and accessories, 
Electrohomo T.V., station wagon 
trailer hitch, car roof rack, 2 moil 
boxes. 656-5053. 1008-33
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, organ, 
guitor and accordion. All levels, all 
ages, class and private. Call for more 
information, Lonn Copeland Music 
Centre, 7174A West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Boy. 652-4512. ; 1009-tf-
CATALOGUES AND ENTRY FORMS for 
the 112th Saanich Fall Fair, Labour 
Day weekend at Saonichton 
Fairgrounds are now'available, and 
can be picked up of the Fairgrounds 
Office, Tuesdoy or Friday, 10:00 o.m. 
to 4:00 p.m., or 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m.. Monday to Friday, beginning 
August 11th, 1980. Entires close for 4- 
H. cattle ond goots on August 15th, 
and for oil other entries on August 
22nd, 1980. HC-33
YOUNG GIRL REQUIRES small 
apartment : In Sidney. Reasonable 




2B YEAR OLD FEMALE Hudonl want, 1 




Superior home in Dean 
Park Estates. Upstairs you 
have 2 bedrooms, a den, 
sunken living room, dining 
room, plus a big kitchen 
and eating area. Downstairs 
is an unbelicavnble master 
bedroom complete with 
nrepince and a 3 pee. bath 
with Jacuzzi, Ample 
parking plus gently sloping 












1974 CHEV IMPALA. Loaded, good 
condition, some bodywork noodod, 
1061-33656-7528.
71 DODGE VAN, 31B.VB, com-
porlzod, sloroo, $1,750.656-6342. 
1054-33
PICKUP CANOPY 5 1" X 6’5", folding 3 
speed bike, electric 3 octave organ, 
electric timers, 4" lo 1/8" pipe vise, 
oil hooter and kerosene hooter. All 
Items os new. 652-2063. 1090-33
GUITAR LESSONS ovolleble locally at 
the English Music Studio. Folk, rock, 
clossicol and |azz. Coll Gil ol 656-2242 
or 656-4739 . 0681-11
CONWOOD SHIELDS AUCTIONS.
Conodlon wide Industrial equipment 
ond truck auctions' August 23, 
September 20, October 11, and 
November 8. Consign now. Phono 
(403) 279-0132. Box 1, Silo 2, R.R, 5, 
Calgary, Alla. T2P2C6, NA-33
Trailers, 
Campers & RVs
30" STOVE, harvest gold: McClory 
electric dryer, Both in excellent 
condition, $100 each or ollors. 652- 
9574. 1093-33
4' x I' POOL TABLE complelo with nil 
accessories. Asking $300 or be,I 
oiler. Phono 656-2952, 1103-33
CAMPER FOR TOYOTA
Oiler, on $1,200, 656-6959.
PICKUP.
1065-33
CLOSE TO BEACON AVENUE, I600,q 
It. ol choice light Indutlrlol ipoca lor ’ 
rent. 656-1011, 0872-tl
AVAILABLE NOW, 3 bedroom mobile
home In odult pork. Minimum dge 45 
yean. No children, no pen, I yoor 
leaie. Fridge, Hove, w/w, 3 bolhi. 
656-3938 or 636-4537, 1003-35
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, fridge
and Hove, carpel, etc. Adult, 
prelerrod, no pel,. Avolloble Sep- 
tember 1. 656 0093, 1084-33
; ; SEAVIEWS 
Located on West Saanich 
Rond overlooking Pni Bay. 
2 treed lots one behind the 
other. Small cottage in poor 
shape on the front lot. 
$75,000 for both or $50,000 
for the front lot, MLS. 
JOHN BRUCE Rest 
656-2023 or 656-6151 
Sidney Really Lid. 
656-3928
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1. 3 room, 
plu, kitchenette and bath. Adult, 
only, no pets. Rolerencei, $350 per 
mo, plu, utllllle,. 656-3303, 1083-33
DEEP COVE WATERFRONT home 
ovolloble lor iteverol month,, 
beginning about September Ul, One 
bedroom, no pet, or children, Preler 
non impker. $400/nionlh. Reply to 
Box "R", The Sidney Review, P.O. Ilux 
3070, Sidney, V8L 355. 1(164-34
3000 $Q, FT, IKYlIt olllre space on 
Beacon Ave. ovolloble Immedlotely. 
Wolervlewi ond ton be divided to 










Responsible, mature, tom- 





CLERK II - IMC Stores 
and Delivery Clerk.
Applications arc invited 
from suitably qualified 
persons for the position of 
Clerk 11,35 liours per week, 
11 months per year.
Salary range for 1980 is 
$6,32 to $6.95 per hour. 
Application forms and job 
description are available 
from tlie Scltool Board 
ofnet:, teleplione 656-1111. 
Closing date for application 
is Wednesday, August 20, 




No. 63 (Saanich) 
9751 Third Street, 
Sidney, B.C,
I' x 4' POOL TABLE and octottorlei, 
$350: boy, Roleigh 5 tpnod 30" 











SOCRED ANNUAL PICNIC - Saanich & 
The Island, Conslltuoncy Association, 
Sundoy, Sept. 7, 1900 -2-6 p.m. 
Soonichlon Fairgrounds. Members 
and Irlends welcome, Tickets 
available ol the Cohsllluency Ollice. 
3460 Beacon Ave., Sidney, 656-6232. 
NC-33
14'/, FT, K » C THERMOOLAS$ 
RUNABOUT, 1970 Johnson Including 
I7'i It, E-Z trailer, Bool require, leat 
repair,. $3,500 or noaretl aller. Cull 
656-1971 or view el 2286 Amelia Ave, 
 1100-33
ONE EVEREST JENNINGS power drive 
wheel choir, proporllonni control 
pnowmoflc tire,. New condition, One 
Everett Jonnlngi ttondord wheel 
ilialt. ,xiuumalic lire,, new con- 
dirion. 656-6273- 1105-33
WANTIDi 13' boat trailer, will do 
minor repair,: olso bool motor, 
moximum 30HP, cheap, 656-1757. 
1071-33
IF YOU MAKE CHRISTMAS GIFTS or do
needle work and iwoor Ihl, year you 
won't bo IlnUhIng ChrlHmo, Eve, 
now It the lime lo hogln, Super gel 
going oiler, during early Auguit. 
Beaulllul needlework colalogue. 
Plione 383-6098 or 383-6476, 1057-34
Motorcycles
'71 HONDA IISTWINITAR.oirnollor
peppy mnrhine Ideal (or heglnneti, 
lotile, or onyone looking (or (un and 
economical irnniporinilon. 3500 km, 
like new condlllon, $1,000. Coll 479- 
0679 or 653-1308. 1096-33
1979 DELUXE MOPED, 1,200 mile,,
helmet Inclurled. $575. Coll 656-1971 




Lamb,Pork, Veal and 
Freezer Cm,
For Informallon, call 




Marina Conn, offers in­
store private lessons in 
G;iitnr, Bass, Dulcimer and 








lAANICH PCNIN5UU GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION Service, lor Ihe
lomily, Incllviduql, miiriloge and 
lomlly (ounselling. 656-1347, 107- 
9790 Second Streel, Sidney, 0(k17-I|
Home Services
AGENCIES





Should hove enr, Some evening, 
weekend live-In a,,lgnmenl,. 




EXPERIENCED, Ip woik In Vancouver 
with our Spruce Supply Team. 
Alirncllve solory ond Incentive 
program, Plea,e reply In conlldence 
to: Peiionnel Monoger, Ralph S, 
Plant Ltd., Box 3M9. MPO. Van­
couver, B.C. V6B3T3, 33
PHOENIX FENCINO. chain lirrk 




Very ntlrnctive single level 
townhouse. Approx. 1000 
sq. ft. of living area, Living 
room with brick fireplace, 
diniiia ' j'umn wiih slldiiig 
glass door to yard, 2 
bedrooms, skylight over 
main entry, double glazed 
winclowf.. Carport, S61,900 
MUS,
JIM JONES 656-4597 
KAI JACOBSEN 656-2257
QUALIFIED BRAKE and Mulller 
,p»<ioli,t needed For inlormnlion 
coninr I Mighty Brake and Mulller, 
.338 1/21 (day,), .1M-J,151 leyenirrg,), 
416 Puntledge Road, Courlenoy, O.C, 
Vantouver liiond, 33
/IP'OA'





BE YOUR OWN ROSSI tern 150 lo 
SlOO weekly In your spate lime, 
Writ# I.-) lee it y-i,, .:|.,nl.l-, r-jll-r 












Unipn («i* work, Siorl im-
metlioiely Apply
lndu,lri*, Ud., Bp« 39, Merrill BC 
VOK 380, Phone 378 3334, na-M 
APPBIN1ICI Rplrher required:"Repry 
In I’.a Bo. 151. Bierilwood Boy, B.C, 
VOS 1 AO 1050 33
pPHlIon live tlqy week, (ncellenl 
walking condllioni. Write 735 
MntKenrle Ave., WllllniTi, Lake, B.C. 





The largest one stop 
Equipmeni Rental Yard on 
the Haimicb Peninsula. 
Authori/ed dealer for 
rORO, LAWNHOy and 
SNAPPER.
We rep,air all makes.
Wpi'I MoMtrKptclaltst:-!.
MOVING, MUST SILL 30 yean ul odtii 
and end,. Houiehald Hern,, book 
(uie, china coblnelt, ilove, hard- 
wore, lulcer, clolhei. ol,o baby 
llemi, buggy, cor leot. tiroller. 
tioibe, and much more. Snhndny and 
Sundoy, 10 o m (o 3 p m. 9332 
WehilerPlote, (all Maryland), 1081- 
33
DISHES, aid boille, and 
mlicelloneou,, 96(hS > Uni SI., 
Sidney, Auguiil 16 I 17, 9.00 a m. - 
3 00 p, in.1078-33
WHOM DO YOU BIUIVBF God cold 
Ihnu iholl itirely die, Gen. 3:17, 
Satan tuld ye Hmli not lurely die. 
Gen, 3 4 For ihol which belolleih the 
,on, ol men belolleih BeoiU: even 
one thing holnlltilh Ihtim; n, one 
dielh ,0 dieth the other yea they 
hove till one brecilh • nil ore al Ihe 
dutl ond all turn lo dull again, EccI, 
3.19,30, the soul that ilnelh It iholl 
die. Elk. 18:4 HI, breath geelh lorih 
he leiurnelh lo hi, eailh In that very 
day hi, thaughli perllh, Pio, 146:4 
Ihe dead know nalonylhing, Etcl. 9:5 
There I, no work, nor device nor 
knowledge nor wlidom In Ihe grave 
whither Ihou goe,! Our only hope I, 
In Join, Chrlil who promhet ui there 
will he 0 reivi'iecrion q( all ihe iitud 
and 0 telurn to paratliie on eorlh, 
Moll, 18:11. Wflliii) Divine Plan, Bo- 
373, DuntBn, B.C. V9l 3X5. Send (or 









Notice ol Appllcotlon 
for
Change ol Nome
NOTICE is hereby given that on 
opplication will bo mode to the 
Director of Vital Stotistics lor o 
change of name, pursuant to Ihe 
provisions ol the "Change ol Nome 
Act," by me:— Joan Gall Funk of Al 4- 
840 Croigllowor in Victoria, in the 
Province ol British Columbia, To 
change my name Irom Joan Gail 
Funk to Joan Gail Campbell. Doted 
this lull day oi August, A.D, 1980. - 
Joan Funk.
KIDS I Como |oln the (un ol Vocation 
Bible , School. Place - RoHhavon 
Seventh Day AdvonllH Church, 10469 
Rosihavon,Drive, Dale — August 18 • 
33 from 6 • 9 p.m. Aclivllle, will bo 
gamoi, biblo slorloi, long, and 
croll,. Ago, 5 ■ 14. For inlormollon 
coll 656-22 32. Regisltolion on (it,I 
evening. Ride, ovolloble. For In- 
lormalloncall656-3232. 1107-33
MT, WORK RoglonnI Park (Duttonco 
Lake), holding Sunday nllernoon 
nolure walk. Iron, AuguHOid lo31H. 
at 3:30 p.m. For Inlormollon on 
Sunday walk, or any other icheduled 
walk,, phone 4 7 0-3344 belween 8 
o-m .4ptn no-35
Obituaries
LOST: on James While Blvd. while 
female lerrol. 656-1075. Reword.
I 098-33
BIO OARAGE SALE -- conning leoler,. 
lownmower,- Furnllure, woihlng 
mochine, etc. Solurdoy 10 ■ 3, 1690 
Mills XRd, (by the Legion. 1093-33
OARAGE SALE ol 1690 land, End 
Rood, Sidney oteo Auguil 16 ond 17 
hoiii 9 o.rn. to 6 p.rn. Cuniiruihon 
and houtehold Hern,, 1091-33
lEAUTV SALON on Iwoulllul ,un- 
,hln» cooH, horn* ol C.D.C.'i Beoch- 
tomher,. Locnled on main ilreel c;l 
Sechell, thi, thriving butln*,, ho, 4 
work Holloni, rnom lor exponilon. 
951. regultif cuHomer,. over 167,000 
grpii lole,. On# hour Irom Van­
couver. Term, ovolloble ol $17,000, 
CollRlto PerthwHvi loll free689-SB3S, 
homeB85.5706, , ' NA-TF
VOIKIWAOIN MECHANIC,
Bomioaps, B C, Volkiwogen dealer 
require, ♦•perlenced metbanic. 
Piiol*»,liip t>p-«i'ien(t prtlerred 
Write io Hmen Auto Ud.. 1377 
Boille ti,, Kornloop,. B.C, V3e9N9of 
ItJmne 374 06343. no-31
Business
Personals
FREE, EIIXY CHICKENS'ond a red
I'Ciatlei. 8 In all. 'lake Hiinear all! I'rn 






free lo good home,. 656* 
1079 34
THRU TABBY XITTINI, ('•» lo good 




OVER Till fHOHE-fAJt 
Phone THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOIL FREE 119.600 663-3095 (In 
Vantouver aren roll 6I7-34I9) 
Chorge, r,nd Moiieiihtirge ottepietl
’ iiJSSitiTiPJfSILtPJl
ft*
A lot of people 
call life
"The Survival of 
the Fittest".
You know, a lot 
of people are 
right. pamicipaLTiani









An outstanding Maritime Collection 
which includes
Ship Models, Navigation Instruments 
Nautical Equipment and Artifacts 
owned and operated by 
Ken and Francine Zmuda
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sundays 1 p.m. to S p.m. 
Qosed Tiiesdays






Willi AMI, John Allan, lole 
reildenct 1(I3S Inverne,, Si,. Vic­
toria, B.C oiler u lengthy lllne,, July 
3, IVao, Predetemed by hi, (irH wile 
lit 1 '>1,3, vrrf vi-lnl h/ hi, h).iF,g 
wile Corole, doughleri Helen York, 
Rcolyne ptwliy ol CoHlegor ond 
Morgaiel Rnpoli ot Sidney. 13 
grondchildren ond 1 grerjl- 
-.ji-'i:-1‘. I'-lil r.r- WTP-.nr-t v-i.s u 
former teildeni ol Roktlond, 
Cnillegor and Irenlwaad, He wai 
very ocilve with (he Brentwood 
, Unlierl ('.'horrh, I'lnwen arnteliilly 
declined. Otmohon, mey be made lo 
the <-o»ioni«i Carnet fcotteiy. 
Airorigemeni, were made through 
Flr,r Memorlol In Vltiorla Servfre, 
were held on Augw,! 1 tallowed hy fl 
Meiwitiol Servile in CoHlegor on 
Auguil 9, 33
Sealed tenders marked "Tender for Con- ' 
struciion of' the Stelly's Ridge Sewerage 
Collection System" will be received by the 
Corporation of the District of Central Saanich 
at 190.1 Mount Newton Cross Road, 
Saanichton, ILC,, up to 4 p,m. local time on 
August 22, 1980, when they will be opened in 
public.
The work rcEjuires the installation of ap­
proximately 11,500 feet of 6 and 8 inch sewer 
with service connections and appurtenances.
I lie work -shall be (esieU by November IS,
1980 and completed within 15 days thereafter.
A book of contract documents and con­
struction details may he seen on or after 
August 11,1980, at 1903 Mount Newton Cross 
Rond, and copies obtained on payincnt of 
$30,00 each, payable lo Ihe Corporation, and 
is not refundable.
The lowest or any lender will not necessarily 
bcacccpted.



































Duct work, Chimneys, 

















Bookkeeping to trial bolonce, 
'poyrolis. write-up work. One time 






O.M.C. STERN DRIVE 
VOl.VO 
ij.MERCRlilSER STERN DRIVE 




























“Big or small 
we will do them all”






























Trucks • Trailers • Tools • 




7115 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay. B.C.
ftPEX STEEL LTD.

















“From Estimate to 
Installation- 
Three Weeks!








Serving Sidney. - Brentwood biW ^ 
Soonich Peninsula; from Victorio 























MARINE ENGINES : 
r ; DIESEL ANDGAS 
Complete Instoilations 
rebuilding - e*l.oust systems. For 
pleosuro, commerciol ond fishing 
boots. 656-5653
for
A & B BOAT TOPS
Mikron 
Trenching 






Complete Boot Upholstery 
Convas Boot Tops 
ComperCushions 
Repoirs









•22 years plumbing 
















For all your roofing 
needs. ;
Shakes, Shingles, Tar & 

















AJAX HOME ml 
OEEieECl.EAXERS












SEWER STORM DRAINS 
VMTER LINES









Sldntyt B.Ci Phon6 656'6170 ' Airtight Stoves &
GuvoitiiHDnl (artllicKf l0Chniciort 
willi 3!» ytiofA o»f)oriftn<;a In 









































Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















Fireplace Inserts • Our Specialty.









• Noipocial Installation required
• Prevents sparks from flying out 






! I.ON(iriME « 
I SIDNEY riDILDER I
J Mow r:iM>r'ihli7inj’ In J 
I finishing enrpentty, i 
I cabinets and huilt-lns, | 
» rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions —• no iob too | 
I small. j
Renovate and Save I























and Backhoe work ,
.556 Downty Roll! 
ILR. I, Sidney, B.C,
656-3159
Plano Tuning
• Stainless heat oxclsingor fluo 
outlet and economisers
• Primary and secondary air inlets
• Fire brick lined bottom
• Easy ash removal
By HELEN LANG
Now that your raspberries are finished, that is, unless 
you have the everbearing ones, it’s time to prune out the 
canes that bore fruit this year. This is an unpleasant 
task, and probably should be done either at the crack of 
dawn or later on in the evening, that you don’t end up in 
a heap from exhaustion. Its pretty hot to do anything 
strenuous these days.
To prune raspberries, take your secateurs and cut 
out the canes as close to the ground as you can. At the 
same time you should thin out the new canes so that 
there are only two or three of the strongest ones left in 
each clump.
If you want to do every thing at once, you may as well 
cut the tops off the canes you have left leaving them 
about three feet tall. This encourages them to branch 
out, and keeps them from wind damage during the _ 
winter.
My book on vegetables and fruits, by Jim Crockett, 
suggests ever-bearing raspberries be cut to the ground in 
late fall (all of them!) and allowed “to make 
unrestricted growth during the summer, so as to 
produce a heavy fall crop.”
Crockett’s suggestion with regard to pruning of red 
and black currants is to leave them alone until they are 
three years old, then to cut back to the ground all canes 
over three years of age, leaving only six to eight new 
canes.
While you are in the mood to do some pruning, 
approach the vegetable patch with stern resolve; it is 
time to do something you probably won’t enjoy any 
more than I do and that is take the tops off all your 
garden tomato plants, so that they won’t attempt to 
grow any taller or wider. Patio plants can go on as long 
as they please.
If you have the strength of character, take off all the 
tomato flower buds just about to bloom. This will force 
the plants to put all their energy into making larger fruit 
that will still have a chance of ripening this year.
The same thing applies to your far reaching squash 
plants, not the bush types. Harden your heart, and nip T 
the growing tips off, and if you are really strong, take 
some of the small Hubbard squash off^ well. These 
two-inch babies haven’t a lot of chance of maturing. ' ^ 
Now all efforts will go into swelling the larger melons to 
■r a respectable size.;','1
T hate doing this: sort of thing ... it seems, such a ; 
waste; somehow, and it also makes me rea.lize that fall is 
on its way.
Had; a delightful visit from Mrs.; Alma Foqte,. on ;; 
Malaview, who has been kind enough in the past to 
bring me netting for strawberries, sacks for a thoiisarid M) 
useful purposes, and this day arrived \yith a handsome 
“buttercup” squash, which she had persuaded husband ; : 
Percytocut."
It rhade my squash look like a group of pigmies and; 
pointed up the fact that Mr. Foote, besides being a good 
gardener, must have got an earlier start than we did. 
Next year, rain and cold, or not, the squash will go into 
the garden in early May. '
While talking to Mrs. Foote, 1 mentioned we had one 
Zuccini plant that had produced only one melon, and 
now seemed to have decided that that was IT, and there
would be no more. Her gentle reply was,“Don’t you 
think that plants can be rather like humans? Percy and I 
had no children, you know,”
A wonderful philosophy of acceptance of things as 
they are, not things as we would have them be, and a 
lesson to me to quit fussing and trying to force things to
go my way.
Also had a letter this past week from a Mrs, R. Harris 
of Saanichton Research Station (Agriculture Canada), 
regarding the lack of “fruit set” in tomatoes this spring. 
Mr. Harris is an authority on tomatoes, and was largely 
responsible for research done at Beaverlodge, Alberta, 
and the subsequent development of the tomatoes, “sub­
arctic” (sub-arctic maxi, early sub-arctic, etc.) which 
‘•will set fruit at much lower temperatures than we 
normally expect here, and would have been perfect for 
this wet, cold spring.
An old issue of The Organic Gardener suggests the 
flavor of the sub-arctic tomato is not quite as delectable 
■ as that of, say, “beefstake” but, “is miles ahead of the 
flavor of those plastic tomatoes one buys at the 
supermarket.”
Next spring it would make sense to plant some of 
these marvelous cool weather tomatoes, as well as some 
of the other varictie,s: that way one has the best of both 
worlds. The sub-nrciic tomatoes ripen in 40 to 50 days . 
from llowcring, so you could always be sure of nii early 
crop of fruit, and if tlie season is warm, a later crop as
'' well.',; .
Youn oses will be suffering (hrouBh this long spell of 
wonderful weatlier. They really don’t like this much 
heat. Do keep them “dead-headed'', and if you 
remember to take off the dead blooms down to a five- 
leaf stem they will DTomptly start new growth from that 
spot and you can look forward to another burst of 
blossom in the cooler fall weather. '
They could do with another hnndfull of 6-8-6- or any 
rose food you may have scattered under each plant, and 
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Supervisors Gordon and Leannc Jones bring 
you 9 years pre-school experience and 10 years of 
kinderprien and Grade one experience.
f ncntcH at OPO 5ih 5t , ■n'tYw: frArti Tihnp
Wise. ; ,
For Enrolment phone 656-7354 after 4 
p.m, or at Pals Child Centre hi the 
Upper Mall, Tom Square, 5th & 
Beacon.
wmi
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Support sought Child asked Who is Jesus'?
Continued from Page 1 
supported by the majority of council.
He again suggested the motion was 
out of order and was once again sup­
ported by the majority of council.
“In my view that’s the end of it,” he 
said.-
Farthing then asked for council’s 
support of his motion calling for 
representatives from Sidney and North 
Saanich councils to form a committee to 
define the powers of the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission-.
Farthing charged “There are no 
apparent restrictions on the power 
of...the commission”, aijd said this 
“threatens to result in the creation of a 
commissar for peninsula rfccreation and 
in the discouragement* of volunteer 
effort.”
There is a deficiency in the existing 
relationship between Sidney and North 
Saanich on the recreation commision. 
Farthing said.
As well, he chastized Sidney Aid. 
Ross Martin for a statement last month 
that recreation is as important as 
sewage.
“It’s obvious we can’t do anything 
with Sidney council,” Farthing said.
Later he charged the recreation 
program on the peninsula is run “along 
USSR lines”.
But Aid. Alan Cornford disagreed, 
noting both Sidney and North Saanich 
have duly elected representatives who 
report back to tfieir councils.
Major Eric Sherwood agreed, adding 
the commission’s powers are defined in 
the municipal act and in the letters 
patent.
Sherwood had pointed out earlier that 
four of the seven commission members 
are elected, giving councils a majority 
vote on the commission. . '
Aid. Jim Cumming said he was 
unhappy with some aspects of the 
recreation situation, but.added “our
representatives must be held respon­
sible.”
He said he couldn’t agree with the 
creation of another body with 
questionable authority to examine the 
commission.
Farthing then suggested council create 
another committee of North Saanich 
and Sidney representatives to examine a 
method of “ending the present 
arrangements whereby the control of the 
commission is delegated to the Capital 
Regional District.”
But both Cumming and Sherwood 
said the recreation commission is not 
under CRD control, but only informs 
CRD of actions taken.
"The CRD is the parent funding 
body,” explained Cumming. The 
commission operates the Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
Farthing also alleged the charge to 
taxpayers has increased 31 percent since 
1979 and 226 per cent more than that 
forecast when the original referendum 
was held.
But Sherwood said Farthing’s figures 
included the complete recreation 
operation, and not just the leisure centre 
— which was the figure used in the 
referendum. He said use in the years has 
grown and accounts for the rise.
But Farthing countered, “We’re 
paying money for nothing at all.’ ’
Farthing then turned to the 
municipality’s purchasing methods and 
suggested any purchase in excess of 
$1,000 have at least three tenders and 
purchases in excess of $5,000 be sub­
mitted to council,.
But the majority of council agreed 
that the delegation of authority is 
already in place for tendering, and there 
was no need to place an unnecessary 
burden op staff.
Pastor Wout Brouwer of 
Sluggest Memorial Baptist 
Church in Brentwood Bay 
says he feels there is a need 
in Central -Saanich to get 
back to bible basics.
Just recently, the pastor
says, a little girl was invited 
to attend Sunday school to 
learn about Jesus. “Who is 
Jesus?” the child enquired.
The bible school will be 
held Aug. 18-22, Brouwer 
says. Children will be
taught the basic.< v'f the 
bible and leant how to 
apply those basics at hottve. 
The bible school will clo.sc 
with a pot hick picnic Aug. 
23 at Centennial Park in 
Saanichton.
Vhe school will he held 
c\ cuiwgs. o;30 to 8 p.m. and 
all chiUhen six to 12 years 
arc wcUx'nie, V‘or more 
ini'oatnation call Ihvuwcr at 
Ct<2A3l3.
Sunshine Secretarial Service
j 656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.
I “FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS ”
Council was told by staff that 
tenders are always sought if it is intheir 
power to do so.
n
Continued from Page 1 
Regarded affectionately by local people 
and held in high esteem by patients, the 
hospital had a fine record of care dating 
from World War I, but was deemed a 
fire trap and tOo costly to change. It was 
demolished two years agoc V ' 
if he church has been trying to sell the
Resthaven property —quoted at $3 
million — for some time but has been 
hampered in the sale by a development 
permit Sidney councjl put on the land to 
give it some control over future 
development. Part of the land is zoned 




Mary Dorothea (Maisie) 
Jabs nee Ransom, died 
peacefully, at her 
Tsawwassen home, Aug. 7, 
1980 one day following her 
72nd birthday. She is 
survived ,by her husband, 
Ewald Jabs, and daughter, 
Mrs. D.L. Cronk, of 
Nanaimo, brother, Thom 
Ramsom, of Langley, B.C. 
and sister, Mrs, John 
Milligan, (Norah) of 
Tappen, B.C.
Also survived by grand­
daughter Anne and grand­
son Laird Cronk, of 
Nanaimo, great­
grandchildren Dennis and 
Darryl Cronk of Sidney and 
Ashley Cronk of Parksyille, 
as well ns numerous 
nephews and nieces,
No service will be held by 
request and flowers 
gratefully declined in 
favour of donations to the 
charity of the donor’s 
cholccc
Mnisic and Wally Jabs 
were residents of Sidney 
, from early 1950 through the 
mid-1960's and operated 
two successful businesses 
on Beacon Avenue, They 
owned and operated the 
Tudor China Shoppe for 
many years, and following 
it',s sale, and the subsequent 
building of a home on 
Loclisidc Drive, opened an 
antique shop.
AN OUTSTANDING NORTH SMNICH 
WATERFRONT HOME...
This four level modern architect designed 
home was built in 1978 and offers a unique 
design. Set in a small attractively landscaped 
property with a western outlook. The living 
and recreation rooms have a floor to ceiling 
window; a well planned kitchen including the 
appliances with a dining area off, top level 
den/studio or third bedroom; two or three 
bedrooms (master with ensuite bathroom and 
large sun patio ofO- Three patios, two 
heatllator fireplaces, therinopanc windows, 
great views from all rooms. Excellent boating, 
fishing and swimming at your door. $265,000. 
A home (hat can not be judged by driving by. 
View by appointment with:
Peter Niisli 592-7819 or 598-3321






Winners In the Aug. 7 
annual field day com­
petition at Ardmore Golf 
Club wtic: V.'oiTifa - Ujw 
gross. Tommy El ms ley, low 
net, Joyce Marshall, long 
drive, T, Elmsiey, aggregate 
drive, Uthcl Willinml!, pitch 
and putt, Joyce Marshall. 
Men • low gross, Ed 
Masson, low net, George 
Darlington, long drive, Ron 
Treleven, aggregate drive, 
George Kaiser, pitch and 
putt. An Rowbottom.
Efbetive immediately, until 
further notice, a complete 
burning ban is ordered, with 
only approved incinerators 
with screen allowed.
But only the name is for letterheads, invoices; 
new. Our managementand statements, businesscards 
staff offer YOU a combined and most business or office
total of 175 years of experience requirements.





Dated August 8th, 1980.
in all phases of printing and 
production.
Our
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P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney; B.C. VM;3S5 
’ 1101 te: 656-0171
